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ABSTRÀCT

The 50 to 500+ m thick, Manigotagan River Formation is a

subvertically dipping, overturned, homoclinal sequence that
is a transition zone between the underlying volcanic Narrows

Formation and overlying sedimentary Edmunds Lake Formation,

The formation consists of seven members that, in ascending

order, are: felsic ignimbrites, mafic to intermediate

tephra-faI1 deposits, felsic to intermediate mass-flow

deposits and minor mafic lava flows, intermediate peperite,
mafic 1ava flows, felsic turbidites, and felsic ignimbrites.
This study focuses on the genesis of the ignimbrites and

tephra-faII deposits within a 1.2 km long segment of Èhe

format ion.

The ignimbrites range in thickness from 6 to 50 m and

extend beyond the study area. They are composed of variable
proportions of recognizable juvenile and cognate particles
in a fine-grained granoblastic aggregate inferred to be

recrystallized vitric ash. The ignimbrites are composite

sheets composed of 5 to at least 12 flow units, most of

which comprise a lower, non-stratified, graded or ungraded

lapi11i-tuff division and upper bedded or massive, normally

graded or apparently ungraded, upper tuff division; less

commonly they consist of only a lapilli-tuff division. The
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ignimbrites were apparently emplaced subaqueously following
subaerial eruptions. The lapilli-tuff divisions were

emplaced by high density turbidity flows possibly

transformed from pyroclastic flows that entered the sea.

Fine ash was probably produced by a combination of processes

including ( 1 ) separation of fines above a collapsing

eruption column, (2') elutriation of f ines f rom f Iuidized
pyroclastic fIows, (3) fittoral explosions, and (4) $rave

winnowing of the proximal parts of the lapilIi-tuff
division. Low density turbidity fIows, Etiggered by

earthquakes and/or wave activity, transported and deposited

the fine ash over the preceding lapilli-tuff divisions to
form the upper tuff divisions. A unique feature of the

ignimbrites is the coexistence of plagioclase-phyric pumice

and pyrogenic quartz crystals in flow units. The source of

the pumice remains speculative, but it may have been eroded

from an earlier plinian air-fall deposit by pyroclastic

flows.

Tephra-fa1l deposits range in thickness from 17 to 91 m

and also extend beyond the study area. The tephra-falI
member consists of three, compositionally distinct,
laterally continuous, blanket-Iike units that, in ascending

order, are: (1) Iower mafic to intermediate lapiIli-tuff and

tuff, (2, mafic lapilli-tuff and tuff, and (3) upper mafic

to inÈermediate lapiIli-tuff and tuff. The units are

composed of lapilli- to block-sized, vesicular to non-

v



vesicular, felsic and mafic fragments, rare crystal
particles, and 35 to 97% fine-grained matrix. The units

consist of relatively thin, alternating, ungraded, poorly

sorted, matrix-supported, fragment-rich and fragment-poor

beds with gradational bed contacts. In the centraL mafic

lapilli-tuff and tuff unit, fragments show variable degrees

of post-depositional, heat-induced alteration indicaÈing

that the fragments vtere still hot when they were

incorporated in the deposit. The lapiIli-tuff and tuff

comprising Member 2 were aBparently emplaced subaqueously as

tephra-faIl following shallow water, or possibly, subaerial,

flank fissure-type, phreatomagmatic eruptions.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION

Archean greenstone belÈs are a major component of the

Canadian shield (fig. 1 ). They occur as linear or arcuate

belts of deformed and metamorphosed, volcanic and

sedimentary rocks that are commonly disrupted by felsic to

mafic plutons and are typically enclosed by granitoid rocks.

The volcanic and sedimentary rocks are thought to represent

the products of Àrchean shield and stratovolcanoes which

vrere subsequently deformed and metamorphosed (Ayres and

Thurston, 1985; GIikson, 1976).

In many Archean greenstone belts, thick, tholei itic
basalt and komatiitic lava flow seguences are succeeded

upwards by thick, calc-aIkaIine, andesitic to rhyolitic,
Iava flow and pyroclastic sequences. The lower mafic

sequences are thought Èo represent subaqueous shield
volcanoes that built upwards into felsic to intermediate

stratovolcanoes, now represented by the calc-aIkaIine

seguences, with eventual emergence to form islands (ayres

and Thurston, 1985). These island volcanoes, with

unvegetated slopes, would have been highly unstable and

would have been rapidly eroded producing flanking,
subagueous, volcaniclastic aprons comprised largely of

1-
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pyroclastic debris (Ojakangas, 1985; Ayres, 1982;

Sigurdsson, 1982 i Car , 1 980 ) . Lava flows and primary

pyroclastic rocks interlayered with such volcaniclastic
aprons record the late stages of volcanism from emergent

stratovolcanoes. Volcanic and sedimentary rocks comprising

the Manigotagan River Formation, in the southeast part of

the Àrchean (Turek et al., 1985) Rice Lake greenstone belt,
are representative of. such late stage volcanism and

sedimentation and are a narrow transition zone between an

underlying, dominantly volcanic environment and an

overlying, dominantly sedimentary environment.

This study focuses on a 1.2-km long segment of the 50- to
450-m thick Manigotagan River Formation which represents a

subvertical section through the subaqueous flank of an

Archean stratovolcano. The study was undertaken with the

following three objectives in mind:

f. interpretation of volcanic eruption types and

depositional processes,

interpretation of environments of volcanism and

deposirion, and

reconstruction of part of an Archean stratovolcano.

2.

3.



1 . 1 ARCHEAN AND CENOZOI C VOLCÀ}TOES

Recent work on volcaniclastic sequences in modern island
arc settings (vessel and Davies, 1981; Sigurdsson et al.,
1980; Carey and Sigurdsson, 19801 Sparks et â1., 1980;

Kuenzi et âI., 1979; Brazier et al. , 1982; Sparks et aI.,
1983) has provided new insight into the composition and

structure of volcaniclastic aprons. This data is useful in

interpreting the depositional history of volcaniclastic
sequences in Àrchean greenstone belts.

ÀIthough major differences between Archean and Cenozoíc

volcanoes have been documented (Ayres and Thurston, 1985;

Goodwin and Smith, 1980), the volcanoes of both ages

produced the same succession of mafic to felsic volcanic
sequences. Àrchean and Cenozoic volcanic processes may have

been quite sirnilar, although the relative proportions of

eruption types were probably different, as exemplified by

volumetric and compositional differences between Archean and

Cenozoic volcanic successions (Ayres , 1g82). Erosion rates

must have been higher in the Archean because of the absence

of terrestrial vegetation, but, in general, erosional and

depositional processes on Archean and Cenozoic island
volcanoes vrere probabry simirar because of the observed

similarity of sedimentary structures and inferred
depositional environments in Archean and Cenozoic

volcaniclastic seguences.
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Conseguently, the study of Archean and Cenozoic

volcaniclastic sequences should complement each other. In

Archean greenstone be1ts, the flanking volcaniclastic aprons

of stratovolcanoes are more deeply dissected than those in

Cenozoic volcanoes. The present outcrop surface in many

Archean greenstone belts is a subvertical, two-dimensional

section representing an upright or overturned limb of a

syncline or anticline. In addition to outcrop sections,
drill core may be available to correlate units in the

subsurface.

1.1.1 Problems ín Àrchean Stratiqraphic Ànalysis

Although subvertical sections are exposed in many Àrchean

greenstone belts, stratigraphic analysis is hampered by

metamorphism, tectonism, and, in parts of some be1ts, where

only single fold limbs are exposed, the absence of an

exposed third dimension. Metamorphism changes the original
mineralogy and texture of volcanic and sedimentary rocks. In

such rocks, the modification of primary fragment shapes and

delicate internal textures hinders interpretations of
provenance and volcanic eruption Èypes.

Tectonism hampers stratigraphic analysis in two h'ays.

Firstly, compression and tension differentially thicken or

thin lithologies of contrasting competency, thereby

modifying original thickness and shape (Car, 1980) which are

critical parameters for genetic interpretat ions.



Furthermore,
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according to Ojakangas ( 1 985) , primary

structures, which are prerequisites for interpretation of

depositional processes, may be obscured by secondary

cleavage development. Secondly, post-depositional faults
cause omission, repetition or offset of units in a

stratigraphic seguence. Thus, vertical and lateral facies

analysis, which is critical in reconstruction of an ancient

volcano, is difficult

To facilitate reconstruction of Èhe volcano, transport
directions must be determined, but these are difficult to
assess because of the two-dimensional nature of the

subvertical section exposed by the erosional surface. The

present erosional surface is some random section through the

interior of a volcano or adjacent sedimentary basin. As

noted by Car (1980), true Èransport directions are given

only by relatively rare sections through the apex of the

volcano. Most random sections will be through the flank of

the volcano at various distances from the apex, and

examination of such sections wiIl give only apparent paleo-

transport directions.

1.1.2 Volcanic Facies and Provenance

In analysis of Archean volcaniclastic sequences,

following points must be addressed:

the

1. Èhe proximity of the sequence to a volcanic vent,
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the number of volcanoes that contributed material to

the sequence, and

the nature of the provenance of the sedimentary

roc ks .

Proximity to source is reflected by the facies
classification used herein (risher and Schmincke, 1984¡ p.

356-359). Three facies can be defined:

near-source facies consisting of lava flows and

pyroclastic material derived from direct volcanism or

secondary erosional processes acting on the steep

flanks of the volcano,

an intermediate-source facies characterized by lava

flows r pyroclastic flow and fall deposits and

reworked pyroclastic deposits, and

a distal-source facies consisting mostly of volcanic

epiclastic rocks and loca1 air-fall ash layers.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

The number of volcanoes that

sequence can only be deduced

IaLeraI facies analysis. Such

scope of this thesis which deals

of a volcaniclastic sequence.

contributed material to a

by extensive vertical and

an analysis is beyond the

only with a Iimited portion

The provenance can be resolved through detailed field,
petrographic, and chemical analyses. Archean sedimentary

rocks elsewhere yrere derived from a variety of sources

including: ultramaf ic volcanic (f,a joie and Ludden, 1984) ,



I
maf ic volcanic (ounlop and Buick, 1981.; padgham, 1980),

felsic volcanic (ayres, 1 983; Wood, 1 980; Barley et al. ,

1979) ; granitoid (r,a joie and Ludden, 1984; Eriksson , 1978;

Henderson, 1972) , and sedimentary (t'teyn and palonen, 1980;

Donaldson and Jackson, 1965). Through resolution of the

provenance of the sedimentary rocks, speculations can be

made about the paleo-environment.

1.2 PRESENT STT'DY

This study was initiated and sponsored by the Geological

Services Branch of the Manitoba Department of Energy and

Mines. The Manigotagan River Formation was chosen for
detailed study because:

it is largely a fragmental sequence and is thus more

informative for reconstruction of ancient processes

than some of the other formations,

it shows rapid internal variability in composition

and texture,

it is a lateraIIy extensive, stratigraphic sequence

with well preserved primary textures and structures,
and

outcrop exposures are

recent forest fire.
excellent as result of

1.

2.

3.

4.

The study area comprises 0.5 km¿and is
part of the Rice Lake greenstone belt,

in the southeast

in the Superior
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Province of the Canadian Shie1d, about 150 km northeast of

t^linnipeg (nigs . 1 , 2) . The study area straddles provincial
Highway 304 and outcrops are readily accessible. In this
area, both the sedimentologic and volcanologic aspects of

the Manigotagan River Formation were studied in detail, but

only the volcanologic aspects are incorporated in this
thesis.

1.2.1 Previous Ífork

The earliest reconnaissance work in the southeast part of

the Rice Lake greenstone bert (long Lake-Gem Lake areas) was

done by Moore (1914) , DeLury (1921, 1937) , Cooke (1922) , and

wright (1923, 1925, 1927 , 1932) . This was followed by

detailed mapping (1:12000) in the Halfway Lake-Beresford

Lake area by Stockwell and Lord (1g3g) and further regional
mapping (1:63360) of Beresford Lake and Gem Lake by

Stockwell (1945a, 1945b). Subsequently, Russel ( 1952')

published a detailed geological map and report of the LiIy
Lake-Kickley Lake area, and Weber (1971) remapped the Long

Lake-Gem take area at 1:63360, publishing a descriptive and

interpretive report in Project Pioneer (ucRitchie and weber,

1971). Other pertinent reports published in project pioneer

include: volcanological (Church and Wilson, 1971),

sedimentological (Campbell, 1971), and structural (Zwanzig,

1971) studies in the southeast part of the Rice Lake

greenstone bett. The Stormy Lake area vras recently r"rn.pp"d
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at 1:10000 (Fig. 2) to better resorve stratigraphic and

structurar complexities and to evaluate the economic
potential for gold mineral-ization (seneshen and owens,
1985).

1.2.2 Methods of Studv

The better exposed parts of
Formation erere mapped at 1 :10000

1986. An additional two weeks were

the latter part of June , 1987.

the Manigotagan River

during June and July of
spent in the field during

Although exposure in the map-area is good as a

conseguence of the recent forest fire, many outcrops were

covered by a thin veneer of soil and ash. This veneer was

removed by sweeping, and subsequent washing by rainfarl reft
clean exposures. rn addition to mapping, 21 detaired
stratigraphic sections were measured on wetl exposed
outcrops. Data that were collected from outcrops incruded
structural measurements (bedding, foliation, etc.), contact
rerationships, top directions, bed thicknesses, grading
characteristics, qualitative and quantitative clast
abundances and sizes, crast shapes, channel dimensions, lava
flow thicknesses, vesicularity, pi1low sizes, pirrow shapes,
and other data that would facilitate interpretation.

A total of 367 rock samples vrere obtained from the sÈudy

area, 42 of which were cut out of the outcrop with a rock
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saw. All samples were slabbed and 330 thin sections vrere

prepared. A total of 23 rock slabs were etched in

hydrofluoric acid to enhance primary textures. Modal

analyses $¡ere done on 21 thin sections of volcanic

sandstone; approximately 1 1 00 points vrere counted in each

thin section. Four samples of felsic tuff were analysed by

x-ray diffraction to confirm the presence or absence of

microcline. Although data ylere collected from all 7 members

of the Manigotagan River Formation, only data collected fro*
pyroclastic Members (1, 2, and 7) will be incorporated in
this thesis which is focused on the documentation and

genesis of primary pyroclastic rocks.

1.2.3 Terminoloov and Classificatíon Schemes

The Manigotagan River

proportions of primary and

Formation consists of varying

reworked pyroclastic rocks and

comprising the formation have

prefix "meta" wiII be omitted

Primary pyroclastic rocks are those that were transported

and emplaced directly by pyroclastic flow, surger or faII
processes þrithout reworking after deposition. The components

of primary pyroclastic rocks in the Manigotagan River

Formation have been named according to Fisher and Schmincke

( 1 984) and include juvenile, cognate, and accidental

lava flows. À11 Iithologies
been meÈamorphosed, but the

from rock names.

components. The size classi f icat ion of pyroclast ic



Table 1 Graln slze limlte for pyroclaetlc componentB (after Flsher' 1961).

ra in Size

Coa r se
2s6

l, lne

64

1/ 16

1 /256

roclastlc

Coarse

ragmen E s

Blocks
and

Bombs

Fine

Lapilli

Ash

UJ
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components (table 1) is that of Fisher (1961). pyroclastic

rocks have been named in two ways: ( 1 ) according to
proportion and size of components Fisher (1966r âs modified

by Fisher and Schmincke , 1984), and (2) according to genesis

(wrigtrt et aI. , 1980 ) . In this thesis, the term ignimbrite
refers to all pyroclastic flow deposits as defined by Wright

et aI. (1980).

Reworked pyroclastic rocks are those that have been

transported, largely by sediment gravity flows, but have

retained diagnostic features indicative of an original
pyroclast ic origin. Reworked pyroclastic rocks of the

Manigotagan River Formation are here named vorcanic

conglomerate, volcanic sandstone, volcanic siltstone, and

volcanic mudstone (rable 2) according to Fisher (1961, as

modified by Cas and wright , 1987). Reworked pyroclastic
rocks comprise a major part of the Manigotagan River

Forrnation, but only those that comprise a minor part of
Member 2 will be included in this thesis.

Lava flows, which include both pillowed and massive

types, are a relatively minor component of the Manigotagan

River Formation. some massive and pillowed flows were

partly brecciated by autoclastic processes (parsons, 1969)

involving friction and thermal quench mechanisms. This

thesis focuses mainly on pyrocrastic frow and farr deposits,
and, thus, the lava flows will not be incorporated.
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Tabr-e_ 2_llon-genetic classification of vor_caniclastic rockstmodif ied. f rom Físt¡er (1961 ) by cae a.nd wright (1982) l-

Vo]-canic breccia
closed framework
of)en f ramework

non-cotresiwe, granular matrix
cohesiwe mud-sized matrix

woJ-canic Congl-omerat'e
c.Iosed framework
of)en f ramework

non-cohesiwe, granuJ.a.r matrix
cotresiwe mud-sized matrix

2mm 2mm

Volcanic Sandstone
O-O625 m O -0625 mm

Volcanic MLtdstone
wo].canic silt.st,one

voJ-canic claystone
if .sr¡f f ici.entI-y weII sorted
and vol-canic origin is clear
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Because this study focuses on physical volcanologyr units
comprising the Manigotagan River Formation yrere not
chemically analysed. The derivation of primary magma

compositions would be hampered by the high carbonate
contents of many units, but weber (1971) has presented
chemical anaryses of fersic to intermediate volcanic rocks
from nearby areas. chemically defined dacite and rhyolite
fragments in these areas are texturarry and mineralogicalry
simirar to some fragments identified in the Manigotagan
River Formation, and, thus, the same compositionar terms
will be used. For lithorogies that do not have chemically
defined, nearby equivalents, the terms felsic, intermediate,
and mafic wirr be used as compositional modifiers. Here,
the terms fersic, intermediate, and mafic are implied to be

the compositionar equivarents of rhyorite to dacite,
andesite, and basalt respectively.



Chapter II
GEOLOGICAIJ SETTING OF TT{E STT'DY ÀREA

The southeasterly-trending Rice Lake greenstone belt is
composed of metamorphosed volcanic and sedimentary rocks

that have been deformed into steeply plunging, overturned,

synclines and anticlines (weber , 1971). The belt is about

85 km long with a maximum width of about 15 km; metamorphic

grade ranges from middle greenschist to amphibolite facies.
Volcanic rocks, which comprise a major part of the belt,
range frorn fersic to mafic in composition. The belt has been

disrupted regionally and locally by mafic to felsic
intrusions and is bordered on the northeast by the Wanipigow

River Plutonic Complex and on the southwest by the

Manigotagan Gneissic BeIt (fig. 2). Volcanic and plutonic
rocks from the belt yield U-Pb zircon ages of about 2730 t4a

(Turek et aI. , 1 985) .

Most of the volcanic and sedimentary rocks of the Rice

Lake greenstone belt were placed in the Rice Lake Group by

l{eber (1971). The Rice Lake Group, in ascending order,
consists of : (1) the Bidou Lake Subgroup, Ql the Gem Lake

Subgroup, and (3) the Edmunds Lake Formation. With the

exception of an unnamed basalt and the Stovel Lake

Formation, aII other formations of the Bidou Lake Subgroup

17
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are exposed in the Stormy Lake area, in the southeast part

of the belt (nig. 3). Other formations exposed in the Stormy

Lake Àrea incrude the Rathall Lake Formation (here named the

Manigotagan River Formation) of the Gem Lake Subgroup and

the Edmunds Lake Formation. The reasons for renaming the

Rathall Lake Formation wirl be presented in a subsequent

section.

2.1 STRÀTIGRAPHY OF TITE STORMY I.ÀKE ÀREA

In the Stormy Lake area, seven formations have been

mapped (fig. 3), each of which records a separate event of
vorcanism and/or sedimentation (rable 3). within this area,

there is an upward transition from mainly mafic volcanic

rocks in the northeast, through felsic volcanic rocks in the

central area, to dominantly volcanic epiclastic rocks in the

southwest and southeast. This transition probably

represents the upward construction of a subaqueous mafic

shield volcano into an emergent stratovolcano with
subsequent erosionar destruction forming a vorcanicrastic
apron around the volcano.

The vent region cannot be defined precisely at present,

but may be in the Gem Lake area, 10 km southeast of Stormy

Lake. Here, Weber (1971) mapped a 1.4 km long by 1 km wide,

subcircular structure consisting largely of flow-layered
rhyolite flows and coarse rhyolite breccia. Although the

shape of this strucÈure is peculiar in the present
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Forma t ion

Edmunds Lake
Format I on

HanigoÈagan 50-500
River Formabion

Fornation
Thickness (m)

600- 1 400

Na r rons
Formabion

Table 3 Summary of

Con Èac t s
Upper Lower

unknosn unknown

SÈormy Lake
Forma È i on

1 s0-2800

Gunna r
Fornat ion

unknotln

formatlons ln the Storny Lake Area.

Li thology

LaÈerally cont.inuous volcanic sandsEone, siltstone,
and nudstone beds; minor volcanic conglomerate and
oxide-facies iron for¡nation lenses

Dove Lake
Formatlon

1 00-500

grada t iona I
or sharP
rhere trun-
cated by
gabbro

gradational
or shârp
where trun-
cated by
ga bbr o

Tinney Lake
Format I on

200- 1 600

gradabional

* this is a minimum thickness

40-260

gradational

Mainly felsic to intermediate reworked pyroclastic
rocks uith subordinate mafic Eo felsic primary
pyroclasbic rocks and minor mafic lava florrs

sharp

430
*

sha rp

sharp

Interbedded felsic to intermediate tuff-breccia,
lapilli-tuff, and crystal tuff

sha rp

sharp,
t runca ted
by gabbro

Interbedded
subordinate
forma E i on

sharp,
t runca ted
by gabbro

Poorly amygdaloidal, interlayered massive and pilloued
to loèallÍ brecciated mafic lava flows with local
interlayered cherty siltstone

un k nown

volcanic conglomerate and sandstone rrith
mafic lava fLorrs and oxide-facies iron

Interbedded volcanic
subordinaÈe mafic to

Poorly amygdaloidal 
'brecciated mafic lava

sandstone and siltstone wiLh
inlermediaÈe buf f -brecc ia

mass i ve
f lovs

and plllored [o locally

No
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subverticar plane of exposure, the rhyolite frows.and coarse

breccias may be a vent comprex, and possibly the source of
the Narrows Formation and fersic vorcanic units in the

overlying Manigotagan River Formation.

The Manigotagan River Formation, the focus of this study,
is a transition zone between the volcanic Narrows Formation

and the overlying sedimentary Edmunds Lake Formation. rt was

previously named the Rathall Lake Formation (campberr, 1971;

Weber , 1971), but, in the Stormy Lake Area, it v¡as

redesignated as the Manigotagan River Formation by seneshen

and owens (1985) to emphasize the presence of previously
unrecognized volcanic units. rn this formation, volcanic
boulder conglomerate and greyvracke were noted by l{eber
(1971 ) and campbell (1971), but other lithorogies such as

pyrocrastic flow deposits and lava flows were not recognized

due to poor exposure.

A variety of mafic to felsic intrusions have been

documented in the stormy Lake area (seneshen and owens,

1985). Murtiphase gabbro sills and dikes occur in every

formation but are especially abundant in the stormy Lake

Formation (owens , 1986). Discordant felsic dikes are the
youngest rocks and include both quartz-feldspar porphyry and

aplite phases. They occur in the Gunnar and Dove Lake

Formations and in earlier gabbro sills (rig. 3 ) .
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2.2 STRUCTttRÀt cEOrOcy

In the Stormy Lake area, the axial trace of a ma]or,

southeasterly plunging anticrinorium bends westward,

possibly due to cross-folding (fig. 3). The study area is
on the southwest limb of the anticrinorium and represents a

southwest-facing, srightry overturned, homoclinal sequence

(rig. 3). Top indicators that were used in determination of
facing direction include scours, graded bedding, load

structures, and pillows. All top indicators yielded a

consistent facing direction.

Major faurts with large dispracements were not observed

in the stormy Lake area, but small faults locally offset
gabbro int.rusions by as much as 10 m. The best examples of
such faurts yrere observed immediately south of stormy Lake.

rn the section exposed in the study area, the subvertical
lithologic units are warped to the northwest (plate 1 ), but

can be traced }atera1ly for the entire length of the map-

area, a distance of 1.2 km, without major offset.

2.3 }TETÀMORPHIS}I

In the study area, metamorphic Arade is middle

greenschist facies. Chlorite and/or actinolite have replaced

originar mafic minerars, and arbite and sericite have

replaced original pragiocrase. Àccessory metamorphic

minerals include carbonate, epidote, biotite, magnetite,
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irmenite, stilpnomelane, and tourmaline. primary textures
are preserved by pseudomorphs after original minerals and by

abrupt differences in secondary grain sizes and mineralogy.

Textures are best preserved in primary and reworked

pyroclastic rocks, particularly: (1) vesicle and phenocryst

shapes and sizes, and, to a lesser degree, fragment shapes

and sizes in primary pyroclastic rocks, and Q) f ragment,

phenocryst, and crystal shapes and sizes in reworked

pyrocrastic rocks including vorcanic conglomerate and

sandstone. rn porphyritic mafic flows and intrusions,
phenocrysts are recognizable from pseudomorphs, but

groundmass textures and textures in aphyric units are

generally poorly preserved, although fe1Èy texture was

observed in some flows.



Chapter III
STRÀÎIGRAPHIC FRAI¡ÍET{ORI( OF TI¡E MANIGOTAGAI{ RII'ER

FORMATION

This study is focused on a 1.2-km long segment of the

Manigotagan River Formation (nig. 3) which has a mapped

Iateral extent of 7.3 km (weber , 1971). The formation here

has been divided into seven lithotogicarly distinct members

which include primary and rey¡orked felsic to mafic

pyroclastic rocks and minor mafic lava flows (table 4). The

members range in thickness from 5 to 103 m, and, although

somewhat variable in thickness, all members are continuous

across the study area (plate 1 ). The continuity of the

members into other parts of the formation is unknown. Two

chronorogically and compositionarly different rnafic sirls
occur in the seguence, one at the base of the formation and

the other separating members 3 and 4; discontinuous gabbro

intrusions also occur in members 2 and 3 (plate 1 ).

Although aIl lithologies of the Manigotagan River

Formation have been studied, only the pyroclastic rocks of

Members 1, 2, and 7 will be considered in detail in this
thesis. Genetic inferences on intervening units such as

reworked pyroclastic rocks, lava flows, and peperite are

based on Seneshen (1986) and unpublished data.

24
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within the Manigotagan River Formation there is an upward

transition from felsic and mafic pyrocrastic rocks in the

rower part, through felsic, reyrorked pyroctastic rocks and

mafic rava frows in the centrar part to mafic lava frows and

felsic pyroclastic rocks in the upper part (plate 1 ).
Felsic pyroclastic frow deposits at the base and top of the

formation (Members 1 and 7; Table 4) were subaqueousry

deposited but were probably derived from subaerial
eruptions. The rower pyroclastic flow deposit is overlain
by subaqueous tephra-farl and rocally, minor turbiditic
seguences (Member 2). The tephra-fal1 deposits were probably

derived from frank fissure-type, phreatomagmatic eruptions.
Member 3 represents a marked change in conditions; it is an

upward coarsening, progradational, subaqueous fan

succession. Thin-bedded turbidites, which are dominant in
the lower part of the succession, represent an outer fan to
basin prain environment (shanmugam and Moiola, 198B). These

grade upwards to interchanneL sandstones and siltstones and

upward fining channel-firl conglomerate and sandstone

sequences diagnostic of a mid-fan environment (shanmugam and

Moiola, 1988; Walker, 1984). The provenance was probably a

subaerial, fersic to intermediate vorcano; this is indicated
by (1) the composiÈion of clasts in conglomerate, most of
which are vorcanic, and (2) euhedrar to subhedral shapes of
plagioclase and embayed quartz grains which resembre

pyrogenic crystals in underJ-ying members. Maf ic f lows

intercalated with the rower part of the fan succession
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attest to the contemporaneous nature of volcanism and

sedimentation. Peperite that comprises Member 4 formed by

mixing of magma and wet sediment (Busby-spera and white,
1987). Mixing occurred where a sharlow diabase sirr (unit
8) intruded vorcanic sandstone and sittstone of the upper

part of the fan succession; irregular pods and dikes

extended severar meters into the sediment and some broke

through the seafloor to feed massive and pirlowed rava flows

of Member 5. volcanic sandstone and sirtstone (Member 6)

that overry the lava flows vrere probably deposited by

turbidity frows generated by locar slumps from the higher
parts of the subaqueous fan (Members 3, 4) .

The Manigotagan River Formation records multipre
variations in magma compositions, and in volcanic and

sedimentary processes over time. The lower felsic ignimbrite
(ttlember 1 ) and the maf ic to intermediaÈe tephra-f al1
deposits (Member 2') were apparentry erupted in succession

and represent the later eruptive phases of the stratovolcano
from which dacitic tephra of the underlying Narrows

Formation was erupted. The progradationar fan succession,

which consists largery of resedimented, fersic to mafic
pyrocrastic debris, probably refrects a renewed, exprosive

eruptive event. Maf ic lava f rows in the lower (t'tember 3) and

upper part (Menber 5) of the fan succession, were probabry

erupted through fissures and were fed from the same magma

chamber. Folrowing the eruption of the upper mafic lava
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frows, there was a hiatus in volcanism, and the turbidites
of Member 6 were deposited. subsequently, another explosive
eruption occurred and the fersic ignimbrites of Member 7

yrere deposited. subsequent to this final eruptive event, the

stratovolcano apparently underwent erosional destruction,
subsidence, and buriar by the Edmunds Lake frysch seguence.

The contact between the Manigotagan River Formation and

Edmunds Lake Formation is unexposed, but erosional
destruction of the stratovolcano is suggested by the
petrographic similarity between sedimentary units of the
Edmunds Lake Formation and underlying, fersic pyrocrastic
units of the Manigotagan River Formation and Narrows

Formation (Seneshen and Owens, 1985).



Chapter IV

RECOGNITION OF iIT'\'ENILE COMPONENTS IN
PRECAMBRIAN PYROCT,ASTIC ROCKS

Primary pyroclastic rocks are composed of variable
proportions of vitric, Iithic, and crystal particles derived
from fragmentation of magma and rocks by magmaÈic or

hydroclastic voÌcanic eruptions (r'isher and schrnincke,

1984'). These particles include juvenile, cognate, and

accidental components. According to Fisher and schmincke

(1984), juvenile particles are derived directì-y from the

erupting magma, and they comprise dense or inflated
particles of chilled magma together with pyrogenic crystals
that were in the magma prior to eruption. cognate particres
are de.rived by fragmentation of rocks from earrier eruptions
of the same volcano, whereas accidental fragments are

derived from the subvolcanic basement, and, therefore, can

include igneous, sedimentary, or metamorphic rock types.

Recognition of juvenile components in ancient
volcaniclastic seguences is hampered by alteration,
metamorphism, and deformation; yet the proportion and

characteristics of juvenile components are of criticar
importance because (1) they herp to distinguish between

pyroclastic and epiclastic rocks, and (2) they facilitate
interpretation of the origin and history of the rocks

29
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(ris¡<e , 1969) . rn cenozoic deposits, juvenile components are

generally recognized by their shape, internal texture, and

internal structure. However, even in Recent deposits, a

number of post-eruptive processes can modify or destroy
originar primary textures of juvenire vitric components.

Such processes include: ( 1 ) primary compaction and

recrystallization (Hildreth et- aI. , 1984; wright, 1981;

Sheridan , 1979, , and Q, weathering and transportation
(fisher and Schmincke, 1984; Fiske , 1969r. After final
deposition, juvenire vitric components can be further
modi fied by diagenesis or low-grade metamorphism.

Pyroclastic deposits are highly susceptible to post-
depositional alteration because they contain abundant vitric
materiar and have a high initiar porosity and permeability
(risher and Schmincke, 1984). Àccording to Fiske (1969),

pumiceous rocks are especially susceptible to alteration
because they have large surface areas of unstabre grass.

rn Precambrian greenstone belts, greenschist facies and

higher grade metamorphism has further modified previously
artered fragmental rocks. rn many berts, incruding the study

area, such rocks noy¡ consist of variabre proportions of
recognizable fragments and crystars enclosed in a fine-
grained, granoblast ic aggregate produced by the

recrystallization of other primary components. The

recognition of juvenile componenÈs in precambrian fragmental

rocks is thus difficult and requires careful petrographic
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anarysis. This probrem has been considered by a number of

workers such as Fiske (1969), who presented diagnostic
criteria for the identification of pumice in ancient marine

pyroclastic rocks, and Baldwin (1987), who developed a

logicar process for recognition of both dense and infrated
juvenile components in precambrian pyrocrastic deposits.
Such criteria have been adopted here for the recognition of
juvenile components in pyrocl-astic rocks of the Manigotagan

River Formation. Genetic interpretation of pyrocrastic
deposits is arso facilitated by more readily preserved

features such as (1) megascopic primary structures, and Q)
field relationships with other rock units.



Chapter V

SUBAQITEOUS PYROCLASTTC FrOw DEPOSTTS

rnterrayered rapilli-tuff and tuff that are interpreted
to be ignimbrites comprise 25% of the Manigotagan River

Formation. The ignimbrites are fersic in composition and

occur at the base (ttember 1) and top'(t'lember 7') of the

formation (prate 1 ). Both the upper and rower ignimbrites
are overrain and underrain by rocks of different genesis.

The ignimbrites are composite sheets ranging in thickness
from 6 to at least 50 m and can be traced laterarry for 1.2

km, the extent of the mapping. Each sheet comprises at reast
3, and in placesr âs many as 12 multiple flow units that
range in thickness from 0,7 to 17 m but are generally less
than 5 m thick (Tabre 5). Most flow units consist of a

lower, lapirli-tuff division and an upper tuff division;
however, some units consist onry of a tapirri-tuff division.
rn most fLow units, pumice increases in abundance and to a

Lesser extent in size upwards and is concentrated in the

upper part of lapilIi-tuff divisions; it also occurs in
ungraded pumice-rich layers in the upper tuff divisions of
some flow uniÈs. rn most lapirri-tuff divisions, vitric
felsic fragments and/or dacite fragments are typicarly
normally graded with respect to abundance, and,

extent size.
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5.1 CgMPONENTS OF IGNIMBRITES IN TT¡E MANIGOTAGAN RIVER
FORMATION

The ignimbrites are composed of 0 to 40% dacite
fragments, 0 to 35% pumice, 0 to Z0% vitric felsic
fragments, 0 to 2% mafic scoria fragments, 0 to 2%

microcrine-phyric fersic fragments, 0 to 1s% crystal
particres, and 55 to 99% fine-grained, rargery granobrastic,
quartzo-feldspathic aggregate inferred to have replaced
vitric ash. rn most flow units, the combined abundance of
dacite fragments, pumice, and vitric felsic fragments is
generally less than 15%, and the abundance of crystal
particles is less than 5%.

5.1.1 Dacite Fraqments

whitish-grey, 2 to 100 mm long, angular to subrounded,

non-vesicurar, plagiocrase anð./or quartz-phyric to aphyric
dacite fragments comprise 0 to 40% of the ignimbrites
(tables 6, 7r. They occur both in the lower and upper

ignimbritesr but are apparentry more abundant in the lower
(rabre 7). Dacite fragments in both the lower and upper

ignimbrites have similar phenocryst abundances and

plagiocrase/quartz ratios, but phenocrysts are somewhat

rarger in dacite fragments of the lower ignimbrite (rabre

6). The dacite fragments are texturarly simirar to (rig . 4l ,

or less commonly coarser grained than, the surround.ing parts
of the rock, which is a fine-grained, rargery granoblastic,
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Figure 4: Photomicrographs (plane light, above and 
x-polars, below) showing an elongate, plagioclase- 
phyric dacite fragment (beige in plane light, grey 
in x-polars) composed largely of plagioclase and 
quartz with minor carbonate, sericite, and pyrr- 
hotite. The texturally similar, fine-grained, 
quartzo-feldspathic aggregate surrounding the 
dacite fragment is inferred to be recrystallized 
vitric ash. The dacite fragment is from the upper 
ignimbrite  ember 7 ) .  
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quartzo-feldspathic aggregate inferred to represent

recrystallized vitric ash. Because of their uniform texture
and generarry fine, metamorphic arain size, the dacite
fragments were probably originally vitric. rn terms of
composition, the dacite fragments contain Ìess sericite and

biotite, and, thus, contrast with the surrounding quartzo-
feldspathic aggregate (rig. 4).

5.1 .2 Pumice

Reddish brown to dark green, 5 to 220 mm tong, collapsed
pumice comprises 0 to 35% of the ignimbrites. rt occurs both

in the lower (t¡ember 1 ) and upper (Membe r 7l ignimbrites,
but is generalry more abundant in the upper (tabres 7, g).

on outcrop surface, the pumice is thin and erongate with
ragged, fish-tail-like terminations (rig. 5). such pumice

shapes have been documented in ancient marine pyroclastic
rocks elsewhere (fiske r 1969; Howells et aI.r 19B5).

Petrographically, most pumice is pragiocrase-phyric to
locarly aphyric and consists rargery of a 0.005 to o.0s Fñr

foliated aggregate of sericite and biotite, with minor
plagiocrase, guartz, carbonate, pyrrhotite, and hematite. rn
contrast to dacite fragments, the pumice contains fewer

plagioclase phenocrysts, more sericite and biotite in its
groundmass, and lacks quartz phenocrysts (table 6). pumice

in both the rower and upper ignimbrites has simirar
phenocryst sizes, but phenocrysts are more abundant in the



Figure 5: Vertical separation of pumice and vitric 
felsic fragments in flow unit 3b of upper ignimbrite 
member. Dark brown, thin, elongate pumice appears to 
increase in size and abundance upwards. Pinkish grey 
to dark grey, vitric felsic fragments decrease in 
size and abundance upwards. Lens cap for scale is 
5.5 cm in diameter. 
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upper ignimbrite (tabre 6). rn contrast to the surrounding
granobrastic, quartzo-ferdspathic aggregate, the pumice is
foliated and contains more sericite and biotite (rables 6,

7, 8). Its present composition is consistent with a

diagenetically altered grass that vras subsequentty

overprinted by greenschist facies metamorphism. colrapsed
pumice composed rargely of sericite has arso been observed

in other Àrchean, subagueous ignimbrites (eadgham, 1990).

The originar vesicurarity of pumice has been rargely
destroyed by corrapse and subsequent recrystarrization, but
where it is rarery preserved, the pumice contains up to so%

vesicres (rig. 6). In the rower ignimbrite, pumice vesicres
are filled with porycrystarrine pragiocrase, whereas in the

upper ignimbrite they are firred with poì.ycrystalrine
carbonate and/or polycrystalline quartz (fable 6). In
Precambrian pyrocrastic deposits ersewhere, there are

similar problems, and pumice can only be rarely identified
by its original vesicularity (aardwin, 1997; Tassá et ar.,
1978) .

Ànother identi fying characteristic of pumice is its
tendency to separate from lithic fragments and accumulate in
the upper parts of graded beds (riske, 1969r. This feature
r{as observed in the rower rapitri-tuff division of
ignimbrite flow units in the Manigotagan River Formation
(ris. s).
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Figure 6: Photomicrograph (plane light) of a 10 mm 
long, partly collapsed, pumice fragment in which 
original vesicularity is still preserved. The pumice 
contains thin, elongate, polycrystalline plagioclase 
amygdules (white) in a 0.005 to 0.05 mm, foliated 
aggregate (brown) composed largely of sericite and 
biotite that has replaced original glass. The white, 
elongate areas to the left of the pumice are broken 
plagioclase crystals. Pumice and crystals are en- 
closed in a fine-grained, quartzo-feldspathic aggre- 
gate inferred to be recrystallized vitric ash. The 
pumice is from the lower ignimbrite  ember 1). 
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5.1.3 vítric. FeIsic Frasments

Light grey to b1ack, 0.5 to 180 mm long, vesicular to
non-vesicular, plagioclase and/or quartz-phyric to aphyric
vitric felsic fragments comprise 0 to 20% of the

ignimbrites. They occur in both the lower and upper

ignimbrites, but are more abundant in the upper (rabre 7).
The fragments are angular to rounded and vary from

equidimensional to elongate (rig . 7); they are more

elongated in the lower ignimbrite (f'lg. 14) than the upper

due to a higher degree of deformation.

In contrast to the dacite fragments, the vitric felsic
fragments are finer grained, are Ioca1ly amygdaloidat, have

higher plagioclase/quartz ratios, and contain smaller
pragioclase and quartz phenocrysts and more pyrrhotite in
the groundmass (rable 6). Phenocrysts within fragments are

subhedral to euhedral, and the originat pragiocrase is
repraced by albite and sericite (rig. 8). Arthough these

fragments have been metamorphosed, their original glassy

nature can be inferred by their: (1) vitreous ruster on

outcrop surface , (2') IocaI, angular, blocky subconchoidal

shapes, and (3) overall very fine, metamorphic arain size
(naldwin, 1987) .

The vitric fersic fragments are typicarry encrosed in the

coarse.r grained, granoblastic, quartzo-feldspathic aggregat,e

inferred Èo be recrystarrized vitric ash (rig. B). However,
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- Figure 7: Photograph of lapilli-tuff in the upper 
ignimbrite (Member 7). The lapilli-tuff contains 
angular, vitric felsic fragments (dark grey to 
black) and angular, porphyritic dacite fragments 
(whitish grey). Material surrounding fragments 
consists of crystal particles and quartzo-feld- 
spathic aggregate inferred to be recrystallized 
vitric ash, 



~ i g u r e  8: Photomicrograph (x-polars) of a subrounded, 
plagioclase-phyric, vitric felssic fragment (black) 
enclosed in a coarser-grained, quartzo-feldspathic 
aggregate inferred to be recrystallized vitric ash. 
Note that the plagioclase phenocryst has been replaced 
by albite and sericite (orange). The vitric felsic 
fragment is from the lower ignimbrite  ember 1 )  
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in the upper ignimbrite, vitric felsic xenoliths were

observed in some dacite fragments (rig. 9). vitric fersic
fragments in the quartzo-feldspathic aggregate contain 5 to
1 0 times more seric ite and biotite than vitric felsic
xenoliths in dacite fragments. In places, f ragments

containing up to 70% sericite resemble pumice, but can be

distinguished by their typical anguLar shape, higher
pyrrhotite content and smaller pragioclase phenocrysts
(rabre 6). One fragment, enclosed in the quartzo-

feldspathic aggregate, vras surrounded by a 0.1 to 0.5 mm

thick rim containing up to 7o% sericitel sericite content
graduarly decreased inward to 2% in the fragment core.
originarly, this rim could have been targely a potassic cray

minerar formed by diagenetic alteration of glass (risher and

Schmincke, 1984). The less seric i t ic vitr ic felsic
xenoriths, that are enclosed in presumably impervious dacite
fragments, were not altered to the same degree.

5.1.4 Minor Fraqment Types

subangurar mafic scoria, and subrounded, microcrine-
phyric fersic fragments are minor components of the upper

ignimbrite, but were not recognized in the rower ignirnbrite.
They are conpositionarly and texturally distinct from dacite
fragments, vitric felsic fragments, and pumice (tabre 6).
Mafic scoria shows well preserved vesicularity (rig. 10),
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recrystallized vitric ash
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Figure 9: Thin section drawing of rapirri-tuff from the
gppeT ignimbrite (r.rember 7l sñowing än aphyric, "iiri"felsic xenolith encrosed in a daci[e f ragm-ent. vesicularto non-vesicurarr.plagioclase-phyric to ãphyric, vitiicfelsic f_ragments in tñe surroui-rding gran"Ëtå¿ai¿,'quårt"o-ferdspathic aggregate contain s to-1õ times more sericitethan the vitric felsic xenolith.



Figure 10: Photomicrograph (plane-light) of a sub- 
angular, mafic scoria fragment in which original 
vesicularity is still preserved. The scoria contains 
subcircular, quartz amygdules in a 0.005 to 0.01 mm 
aggregate composed of hematite, plagioclase, carbonate, 
biotite, and pyrrhotite. The fine-grained, qwrtzo- 
feldspathic aggregate which surrounds the scoria is 
inferred to be recrystallized vitric ash. The mafic ' 

scoria is from the upper ignimbrite  ember 7 ) .  
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but differs from coexisting pumice in terms of abundance,

composition, and texture (tables 6, 7). Microcline-phyric
felsic fragments differ from vitric fersic fragments in
distribution, abundance, and composition (rable 6).

5.1.5 Crvstal Particles

Crystal particles occur in both the lower and upper

ignimbrites, but are rarger and more abundant in the rower

than in the upper ignimbrite (tables 7, 8). Crystal types

and abundances are 0 to 15% plagioclase, 0 to 5% quari-z, and

0 to 5% mícrocline. The ptagioclase/quartz ratio in the

crystal population is comparable to that in the phenocryst

population of dacite fragments, but it contrasts with other
fragments that contain both plagioclase and quartz
phenocrysts (cf. TabIes 6, 7).

Plagioclase crystals include broken, subhedral to
anhedral grains and less common, unbroken, euhedral to
locally subhedral crystals. According to Fisher and

schmincke ( 1 984) , broken crystars are characteristic of
ignimbrites. crystals have been repraced by singre-crystal
pseudomorphs of albite, some of which contain sericite
and/or carbonate (rig. 1 1 ). polycrystalline, monomineraric

aggregates of albite occur locally and are similar in size

and shape to monocrystalline plagioclase crystals. This

relationship suggests that the ptagiocrase aggregates are

recrystallized plagioclase crystals.



~ i g u r e  11: Photomicrograph (x-polarsf of a subhedral, 
apparently, unbroken plagioclase crystal enclosed in 
a uniform textured, quartzo-feldspathic aggregate 
inferred to be recrystallized vitric ash. Original 
plagioclase has been replaced by a single-crystal 
pseudomorph of albite that here contains some inter- 
grown sericite. The plagioclase crystal is from the 
upper ignimbrite  ember 7). 
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Euhedrar to subhedral, apparently unbroken plagioclase

crystals are similar in shape to phenocrysts in pumice,

dacite, and vitric felsic fragments, but they differ in size
and abundance. rn the upper ignimbrite, the pragiocrase

crystars are, on average, slightry smaller than phenocrysts

in both dacite fragments and pumice (cf. Tables 6, 7, B).

However, in the lower ignimbrite, the crystals are, on

average, smaller than phenocrysts in dacite fragments and

larger than phenocrysts in pumice (cf. Tables 6, 7, B). In

both the lower and upper ignimbrites, the apparentry

unbroken crystars are rarger than phenocrysts in coexisting
vitric felsic fragments. Based on petrographic observation,
the pragiocrase crystars are generally less abundant than

phenocrysts in dacite fragments, but they are more abundant

than phenocrysts in pumice and vitric felsic fragments.

Quartz crystals, which include broken, subhedral to
anhedral grains (fig. 12), and less common, unbroken,

euhedrar to locarly subhedral crystals are generalry less
abundant and smalÌer, than coexisting pragiocrase crystars
(rabres 7, 8). Embayments were locarry observed in quartz

crystars and are typicatly firred with a fine-grained,
quartzo-feldspathic aggregate that is compositionally and

texturarry similar to the groundmass of dacite fragments,

and, thus, probably represents recrystallized g1ass.

Generally quartz crystars are monocrystarline, but locally,
there are porycrystalline quarÈz aggregates that have the



Figure 12: Photomicrograph (x-polars) of an apparently 
broken, anhedral microcline crystal and coexisting, 
apparently broken, anhedral to subhedral quartz crystals. 
Crystals are enclosed in a 0.005 to 0.05 mm, quartzo- 
feldspathic aggregate inferred to be recrystallized vitric 
ash. Pink to golden brown mineral is secondary carbonate. 
The microcline is from the uppermost part of the upper 
ignimbrite  ember 7). 



same size and shape as the crystals
recrystallized quartz crystals.
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and probably represent

Euhedral to subhedral, apparently unbroken quartz

crystals are similar in shape to phenocrysts in vitric
felsic fragments and dacite fragments, but differ in size

and abundance. In both the upper and lower ignimbrites,
euhedral to subhedral, apparently unbroken, quartz crystals
are, on average, smaller than phenocrysts in dacite
fragments; they are larger and more abundant than

phenocrysts in vitric felsic fragments (cf. Tables 6, 7, 8).

Quartz phenocrysts srere not observed in recognizable pumice

from the lower or upper ignimbrite members.

Microcline crystals (fig. 12), the occurrence of which

was confirmed by x-ray diffraction study, were found in low

abundance in the uppermost part of the upper ignimbrite
member (tables 7, 8). Microcline crystals, which were

probably originally sanidine (Condie et al., 1970), are

typically broken and anhedral to subhedral or less commonly

are unbroken and subhedral; they are generally somewhat

smaller than coexisting plagioclase and quartz crystals
(tables 7, 8). Subhedral, apparently unbroken microcline

crystals occur in the same unit as microcline-phyric felsic
fragments and are similar in both shape and size Èo

microcline phenocrysts in these fragments; they were

probably derived from the same source
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5.1.6 Vitric Ash

The dominant component of the ignimbrites is a fine-
grained, largely granobrastic aggregate that encroses

recognizable fragments and crystal particles. This aggregate

ranges in abundance from 56 to 99%, has a grain size of
0.005 to 0.1 ffiffi, and is composed of subequal amounts of
pragiocrase, guartz, and seric ite, with minor carbonate,

biotite, hematite, and pyrrhotite and rare microcrine and

tourmaline (tables 7, 8).

Typica}ly, the granoblastic aggregate has a uniform,
fine-grained texture, probabry indicative of an originar
vitric component. rt is texturarly simirar to the groundmass

of recognizable dacite fragments (rig. 4) , but generally, it
is coarser grained than the groundmass of vitric fel-sic
fragments (rig. 8). The granoblastic aggregate contains more

sericite than dacite and vitric felsic fragments, but ress

than pumice. Since vitric, and texturally similar,
presumabry vitric, dacite fragments are stirr recognizable
(rig. 4) , the aggregate probabry consisted of finer vitric
particles such as ash-sized glass shards and granules.

where pumice is abundant, the granoblastic matrix has a

patchy appearance, ¡vith irregular patches or lenticres of
fine-grained, equigranurar, quartzo-ferdspathic aggregate

partry or entirery surrounded by thin, elongate pumice (rig.
13). Here, the pumice is crearly distinguishabre from the



0 'I m, ' 
Figure 13: Photomicrograph (x-polars) of a subrounded, 
v i t r i c  fe ls ic  fragment (dark grey) enclosed in a 0.005 
to 0.05 mm, patchy, plagioclaac?-quartz-serieite aggre- 
gate inferred to be recrystallized v i t r i c  ash. Grey 
quartzo-feldspathic patches arc partly or entirely out- 
lined by concentrations of etricite and biotite inferred 
to be recrystallized pumice (brownish-orange). The vitric 
felsic f ragrnent is from the upper ignirnbritc (~cmber 7 ) .  

1 



quartzo-feldspathic aggregate inferred
vitric ash.
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to be recrystallized

Marked textural differences in the granoblastic aggregate

are apparent between the lower and upper ignimbrites. The

granoblastic aggregate in the Lower ignimbrite (rigs. I, 14)

is coarser grained than in the upper ignimbrite (rlg. 1 1 ).
This marked contrast between the ignimbrites apparently

represents differing degrees of recrystallization. The

Iower ignimbrite is directly underlain by a 20 to 44 m thick
gabbro si11 (p1ate 1 ) and the greater recrystallization of

this unit may be the result of thermal metamorphism by the

siIl.



0 1 2 mm 
Figure 14: Photomicrograph (x-polars) showing lenticular, 
vitric felsic fragments (grey, finer grained areas), 
plagioclase crystals (various shades of grey, in places 
twinned), and quartz crystals (black, lower right) in a 
0.005 to 0.1 mm, quartzo-feldspathic aggregate inferred 
to be recrystallized vitric ash. The fragments and 
crystals are from the lower ignimbrite  ember 1). 
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5.2 DESCRIPTIoN oF UPPER IGNIIIBRITE (uerænn

The upper ignimbrite is described first because it is
less deformed and better exposed than the lower ignimbrite.
It comprises 16% of the Manigotagan River Formation and

ranges in thickness from 15 to at least 50 m; it thins to
the northwest (Plate 1 ). The upper boundary with the

overlying Edmunds Lake Formation is not exposed; its
inferred position is based on the southwestward Èransition
from topographically positive outcrop areas to svrampy areas

with no outcrop. The rack of outcrop to the southwest courd

signify the presence of recessive greywacke and mudstone,

typical of the Edmunds Lake Formation.

Multiple flow units, which comprise the ignimbrite sheet,

have been defined in measured sections and locaIly in

outcrops between sections (table 5). Twel.ve ftow units were

identified in the southeast, where 41 m of the member is
exposed, and five in the northwest, where the member is
apparently thinner and 26 m is exposed (fig. 15). Flow

units range in thickness from 0.7 to 17 m and can be traced

Iaterally across outcrops 6 to 65 m lride, with Iittle change

in thickness. However, over longer distances, changes in
unit thicknesses are apparent. For example, the Iapi11i-tuff
division of f low unit 4a (r:.9. 15) , which was observed in an

outcrop 110 m northwest of the measured section, decreased

in thickness by 50%, whereas the thickness of the upper tuff

z,

division remained relatively constant. Over longer
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disÈances, individuar flow units cannot be correrated with
confidence. comparison of the two sections through the
ignimbrite (rig. 15) yierd the forlowing rateral variations:

although average flow unit thicknesses do not change

markedly, the number of frow units decreases from 12

in the southeast to 5 in the northwest,
in both sections, flow units are compositionarly and

texturally simirar and show simirar grading
characteristics,
there is no apparent change in the proportion or
shape of pumice, vitric fersic fragments, and crystal
particlesr or in the size of crystal particles from

southeast to northwest, but the average maximum size
of vitric fersic fragments increases from 2.3 cm to
3.5 cm and that of pumice decreases from 5 cm to 4.3
cßr

although differing considerably in thickness, the
lowermost rapirri-tuff in both sections has a much

lower content of vitric felsic fragments than

overlying flow units, and

microcline crystar particles and microcline-phyric
felsic fragments were found in the upper part of the
ignimbrite in both sections. The rowermost and

uppermost f10w units thus appear to be correrative,
but many of the intervening flow units do not extend
northwestward.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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5.2.1 Lower Lapilli-tuf f Division

Lapilri-tuff divisions comprise the lower 10 to 100% of.

flow units and range in thickness from 0.25 to 17 m. The

lapi11i-tuff is thickest in the lowermost flow units of both

measured sections (rig. 15). upper and lower contacts of

each Iapi11i-tuff division are pranar; contacts are sharp

where overlain by an upper tuff division, but are

gradational where the upper tuff division is absent and the

Iapi11i-tuff is overlain by the next lapilri-tuff division
(rig. 15) .

The lapilli-tuff consists of 0 to 3% dacite fragments, 0

to 35% pumice, 2 to 20% vitric feLsic fragments, 0 to 2%

mafic scoria, 0 to 2% mícrocline-phyric felsic fragments, 2

to 12% crystal particles, and 55 Èo 85% fine-grained,
quartzo-ferdspathic aggregate inferred to have replaced

vitric ash (rable 7\. The lapi11i-tuff divisions lack
stratification and are poorly sorted. characteristically,
pumice and vitric felsic fragments are partry separated from

each other within flow units (rig. 5). vitric fersic
fragments are most abundant at the base ot units, and show a

distinct upward decrease in abundance and a subtre decrease

in size within a unit; in some units they are ungraded (rig.
15). Although pumice was not identified in all units, where

observed, its distribution is the reverse of that shown by

vitric felsic fragments; it typically increases in abundance

and subtly in size upwards or less commonly is ungraded.
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For example, in flow unit 7a (rig. 15),
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vitric felsic
fragment abundance decreases from 20% at the base of the

lapilli-tuff to 5% at the top over a distance of 1 .1 m,

whereas average fragment size decreases from 3.8 cm at the

base to 1.5 cm aÈ the top. In the same unit, pumice

abundance increases from 2% at the base of the rapirri-tuff
to 35% at the top and average pumice size increases from 0.9

cm at the base to 1.8 cm at the top. In flow unit 6a, the
pumice and vitric felsic fragments are graded onry in the

upper part (nig. 15). In f low units 9a, 10a, 11a, 12a, and

5b (nig. 15), where pumice is apparently absent, vitric
fersic fragments are normally graded in abundance, but are
poorly size graded. In flow units 1a, 4a, and 1b, pumice

and sparse vitric felsic fragments are ress than 0.5 cm rong

and are evenry distributed through the rapilri-tuff
division.

crystal particles are most abundant in frow units 1a and

1b (rig. 15), where they form about 10% of. the division and

are evenly distributed. rn other rapirli-tuff divisions, the

crystar particre contenÈ is generally ress than s% and

crystals appear to be evenly distributed through divisions.
Microcrine-phyric fersic fragments and microcline crystars
were found onry in the Iapi1Ii-tuff division of flow unit
5b. However, the presence of microcline in lapirli-tuff
divisions of flow units 11a and 12a, which was confirmed by

x-ray diffraction analysis, suggests that microcrine-phyric
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fersic fragments and microcline crystals may arso be present

here.

5.2.2 Upper Tuf f Division

The upper tuff division comprises 0 to 90% of. frow units
and ranges in thickness from 0.02 to 4.5 m. upper and rower

contacts of the tuff division are arways sharp and planar.
The tuff consists of 0 to 30% pumice, 0 to 1% vitric fersic
fragments, 0 to 1% mícrocline-phyric felsic fragments, 1 to
10% crystal particres and 70 to 99% fine-grained, guartzo-
ferdspathic aggregate inferred to have replaced vitric ash

(rable I ) .

Three types of tuff division have been distinguished on

the basis of bedding and grading characteristics: (1) bedded

tuff (2) bedded pumiceous tuff, and (3) massive tuff (rabre

8). Bedded tuff divisions occur in the upper parts of the
northwest and southeast sections (fig. 15). These tuff
divisions consist of murtiprer oE less commonly, singre
normally graded beds that range in thickness from 0.1 to 24

cßr arthough most are ress than 1 cm thick. within bed sets,
all beds are normally graded, but an overarr upward fining
or thinning of beds was not observed. The beds have sharp

and planar contacts and consist of a lower part composed of
5 to 10%, 0.2 to 1 mm long, crystal particles, rare, Z to 7

mm rong, vitric fersic fragments, and rare, 5 to 20 mm rong

microcrine-phyric fersic fragments in a fine-grained,
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rargely granoblastic aggregate. This grades upwards to a

f ine-grained, foliated aggregate composed Iargely of
sericite with 0 to 1%, 0. 1 to 0.2 mm long , crystal
particres; vitric fersic fragments or microcline-phyric
felsic fragments were not recognized. Dark grey raminations

composed of sericite, biotite, and Fe-oxide occur in the

upper parts of many beds. Ptagioclase and quartz crystal
particres occur in every graded bed, but microcrine crystal
particles were found onry in tuff of frow unit 11a (rig.
1 5) . rn the same flow unit, microcrine-phyric 

, fersic
volcanic fragments were found locarry at the bases of some

tuff beds. The presence of microcrine in the granoblastic
matrix of tuff divisions in flow units 12a and sb was

confirmed by x-ray diffraction analysis.

Bedded pumiceous tuff divisions occur in the centrar part
of the southeast section and upper part of the northwest

section (ri9. 15). The tuff divisions consist of arternating
pumice-rich beds and pumice-poor bed sets. The pumice-poor

bed sets range in thickness from 1 to 29 cffir although most

are less than 10 cm thick. Beds in the pumice-poor bed sets
have similar bed characteristics as beds in the bedded tuff
divisions, arthough maximum bed thickness is 5 cm and beds

are thus thinner (tab1e 8). The pumice-rich beds occur at
random stratigraphic levels within the pumice-poor bed sets
and have sharp and planar contacts. The beds range in
thickness from 0.3 to 10 cilr arthough most are less than 5
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cm thick. rn some beds, the reddish-brown pumice fragments

are crearly visible (rig. 16), whereas in thinner beds the
fragments have been amalgamated through recrystallization
and are not discernible (nig. 17'). The pumice-rich beds

appear to have a higher crystal content than the pumice-poor

beds, but this is due to the presence of plagioclase
phenocrysts in the pumice (rig. 16 ) . Grading vras not
observed in any of the pumice-rich beds.

Massive tuff divisions were observed only in the rower

part of the southeast section (r'ig. 15). on outcrop surface
the tuff divisions are brownish-grey, very fine-grained, and

have no visible fragments or crystals. The tuff divisions
have sharp and pranar contacts and are essentiarly
structureless with the exception of faint laminations that
were observed in the upper meter of the tuff division in
flow unit 1a.



Figure 16: Photograph of a pumice-rich bed in the 
bedded pumiceous tuff division of flow unit 4a in 
the upper ignimbrite. Note the abundance of white 
plagioclase phenocrysts in pumice fragments. Lens 
cap for scale is 5.5 cm in diameter. 



Figure 17: Photograph showing faint bedding in the 
bedded pumiceous tuff division of flow unit 3a in 
the upper ignimbrite  ember 7). Brownish grey 
pumiceous beds contain more sericite and biotite 
than light grey beds which are composed largely 
of quartz and plagioclase. Note the sharp lower 
contact with the underlying lapilli-tuff division 
near the bottom of the figure. Lens cap for scale 
is 5.5 cm in diameter. 
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5.3 DESCRIPTIoN oF TT¡E LorTER IGNIMBRITE (MeMBen I)

The lower ignimbrite comprises 9% of the Manigotagan

River Formation and ranges in thickness from 6 to 39 m.

where observed, its upper contact with reworked pyroclastic
rocks of Member 2 ís sharp and concordant. In places, a

fractured zone with a breccia-rike appearance occurs

immediatery below the contact '(plate 1). where best exposed,

the fractured zone is at least 2 m wide, and consists of 30

to 40%, variably orientedr euârtz-filted fractures in a

thin-bedded tuff host. This fracture zone may signify the
presence of a fault below the upper contact. The lower

contact with a younger gabbro intrusion is concordant and is
sharp to locaIIy sheared.

In comparison to the upper ignimbrite, the lower

ignimbrite is thinner and consists of thicker, but

apparently fewer flow units. .(rab1e 5). Two partial
sections, measured in the centrar and northwestern areas,

cover about 55% of. the member thickness, and reveal the

presence of at least 3 flow units (Fig. 18). Additional
frow units are probabty hidden under the overburden cover.

FIow units can be traced laterally, with little change in

thickness, for up to 15 m on outcropr but the paucity of
outcrop precludes the correlation of frow units from outcrop

to outcrop, and documentation of any lateral variations.
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5.3.1 Lower napilli-tuff Division

Lapilli-tuff constitutes 52 to 93% of frow units and

ranges in thickness from 2.6 to 7 m. The divisions are
poorly sorted and lack stratification. upper and rower bed

contacts are typicarly pranar and sharp, but sharlow scours

vrere observed locally at the base of some units. The scours
penetrate as much as 15 cm into the underrying tuff division
and truncate bedding in the tuff. rn one scour, ât the base

of flow unit 2a (rig. 18), a 20 cm long, subangular, tuff
fragment was observed in tapirri-tuff immediatery above the

base of the scour (rig. l9); it probably represents a rip-up
from the underlying tuff division.

In contrast to the upper ignimbrite, IapiIli-tuff
divisions in the lower ignimbrite contain more ptagiocrase

and quartz crystals, more dacite fragments, but fewer vitric
fersic fragments and pumice; in addition, dacite fragments,

vitric felsic fragments, and pumice are smarrer, crystars
are larger, and mafic scoria, microcline-phyric felsic
fragments, and microcline crystals are apparently absent
(rable 7). As in the upper ignimbrite, lapirri-Èuff shows an

internal grading of fragments, but not crystar particles.
Dacite fragments are most abundant at the base of rapilli-
tuff divisions, and show a distinct upward decrease in
abundance and size within divisions. Where pumice was

observed, its distribution is the reverse of that shown by

dacite fragments, but it is onry graded with respect to
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Figure 19: Photograph depicting a scour into the tuff 
division of flow unit la at the base of the lapilli- 
tuff division of flow unit 2a in the lower ignimbrite 
 ember 1). Note the angular, tuff rip-up (grey-brown, 
area above lens cap) immediately above the scour. Lens 
cap for scale is 5.5 cm in diameter. 
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abundance, and not size. For example, in lapilIi-tuff of

flow unit 2a (rig. 18), the top of which is not exposed,

dacite fragment abundance decreases from 20% at the base of

the lapilli-tuff to 5% at the edge of the outcrop over a

distance of 2.5 m and average fragment size decreases from

2.8 cm at the base to 1.5 cm at the top. In the same unit,
pumice abundance increases from 1% at the base of the

lapilli-tuff to 7% at the edge of the outcrop with no

significant change in pumice size.

5.3.2 Upper Tuf f Division

The upper tuff division comprises 7 to 48% of flow units
and ranges in thickness from 0.5 to 2.5 m. Its lower contact

is always planar and sharp, whereas its upper contact with
lapilli-tuff of the overlying flow unit is sharp and planar

to IocaIIy scoured. The tuff divisions consist of 0 to 1%

vitric felsic fragments, 0 to 5% crystal particles and 94 to
99%, fine-grained, quartzo-feldspathic aggregate inferred to
have replaced vitric ash (rab1e 8).

These divisions consist of multiple, 0.1 to 5 cm thick,
normally graded beds which typically thin upwards. The beds

consist of a lower part composed of 2 to 5%, 0.2 to 0.7 mm

long, crystal particles and 0 to 1%, 5 to I mm long vitric
felsic fragmenÈs in a fine-grained, Iargely granoblastic,
quartzo-feldspathic aggregate; this grades upwards to a

fine-grained, foliated aggregate composed largely of
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sericite with no recognizable crystal particres or vitric
felsic fragments. rn places, a laminated division was

observed in the upper parts of graded beds. In flow unit
1a, interlaminated, but ungraded, light grey and dark grey

tuff occurs at the top of a 1 .1 cm thick graded bed in the

centrar part of the tuff division (r'ig. 20). The grading

characteristics of. the tuff divisions are similar to bedded

tuff divisions in the upper ignimbrite, but beds are thinner
and microcline-phyric felsic fragments and microcline
crystal particles are absent (fable B).
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Figure 20: Photograph of multiple, light brown to brownish 
grey, normally graded beds in flow unit la in the lower 
ignimbrite  ember 1). Note the presence of inter- 
laminated, light grey and dark grey tuff at the top 
of the graded bed in the central part of the figure. 
Lens cap for scale is 5.5 cm in diameter. 



Chapter VI

SUBAQITEOUS TEPHRÀ-FALL DEPOSTTS

Lapilli-tuff and tuff that are interpreted to be tephra-
fall deposits are assigned to Member 2 and comprise 20% of.

the Manigotagan River Formation. The deposit is variable in
composition, ranging from mafic to intermediate and it
ranges in thickness from 17 to 91 m; it thins to the

northwest. where observed, its l-ower contact vrith ignimbrite
(Member 1 ) is sharp and concordant (prate 1 ). The deposit
is overrain with a sharp and concordant contact by

interlayered volcanic sandstone and mafic lava flows (Member

3). rn praces, the upper surface is hummocky, particurarry
in the northwest, where there is as much as 10 m relief on

the contact (ptate 1 ).

The member has been divided into three compositionarry
distincÈ, laterally continuous, branket-rike units (ptate

1), which, in ascending order, are:

mafic to intermediaÈe tapilli-tuff and tuff (Zù,
maf ic lapiIli-tuf f and tuf f (2b) , and

mafic to intermediate lapilli-tuff and tuff (2c).

three units are best exposed in the northwestern part of

area, where a continuous section was measured through

1.
.)

3.

All
the

75
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each unit (plate 1 ). The folrowing unit descriptions are

based largely on this section, supplemented by data from

other outcrops. More data were colrected from unit 2b and,

thus, it will be described in more detail than units 2a or

2c.

5.1 MAFIC To INTERI,TEDIÀTE LAPIILI-TT,FF ÀND TT¡T'F

Mafic to intermediate lapi11i-tuff and tuff comprise the

Ìower part of Member 2 (2a) and range in thickness from 10

to 26 m. Volcanic conglomerate and sandstone are a minor

component and occur locally at the base of the unit (fig.
21). The unit can be traced laterally throughout the map-

area and thins to the northwest. rts lower contact yrith

ignimbrite of Member 1 is sharp and planar to IocaIIy
irregular; it
tuff and tuff

is
of

gradationally overlain by mafic lapilli-
unir 2b (rig. 21).

6.1.1 Comoonents Conorisino the Lapilli-Tuff and Tuff

The lapilri-tuff and tuff consist of variabre proportions

of recognizabre fersic to mafic fragments and quartz crystal
particles enclosed in a fine-grained, foliated aggregate

composed mainly of subequal amounts of chlorite and quartz.
The most abundant recognizabre fragments are thin, erongate

to equant, poorly to highly amygdaloidal, lapilli to block-
sized, felsic volcanic fragments (tables 9, 10). On outcrop

surface, the less deformed fragments contain 10 to S0%
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unit

Maf lc to
I ntermedlaÈe
Lapllll-Tuff
and Tuff (2c)

rablc e q"*ïååå"Êåå,"J4*Htoåå¿*HfËi"""it 
ååTgî*å*,rå*B åf,*å*+T"f+,Ë*å"8Ëi!

Fragment, Type

veslcul.ar
Mlcrolltic
Þraflc
F ragmen È s

Non-veslcular
MicrollÈlc
Mof lc
F râgnìen È 3

Porphyri t lc
Felslc
F ragmen t I

lyPe
ca rb
gtz

Maflc
Laollll-Tuff
onà ruff (2b)

Anygdul es

Îi ôlze (n,m) shape

5-70 0. l-0.5 clrcular or
elllpticol

none recognized

Rimnted,
veslcular,
Microlitic
Mofic
Fragnrents(Type | )

none recognized Pq 0-10 O,2-2

Partly
R i mnred ,
vesiculDr,
MicroI i t ic
I'la f lc
Frogrnents
( 1'ype 2 )

eÈ2,p9 15-7O O.1-7
(core )

pgrqÈz 2-lO O. l-l
( rlm)

Phenoc ry6 t g

lypei'Slze(mnrl
p9 O-2 0.3-0.7

pg,qtz 2-2O 0.|-I.5(core)

pS 2-10 0.1-1.7
(Partial rirn)

p9 0-5 O.2-0. 5

circulart
elliptical
or less
common 1 y
onroebo i d

Shape

euhedral to
subhed ra I

euhedral to
e ubhed ro I

euhedrol Èo
s ubhed ra I

Non-veslcular none recoqnize<J
MicroliÈic
r4a f lc
Frognren t I
(rype 3 )

e]f l¡tcnbcr !

Groundmtrss
t

l-57", O.l-0.2 mnr pg
nlcrolltes in a
O.0O5-0. I nrm grono-
blû6Èlc o99regûLe
composed of henr-ch1-
p9-qt z-ca rb-bl o-Pyr r
2-l5T.t O.O5-0.2 mm
p9 mlcrolltes in D
0.0O5-O. O5 n¡n
follaÈed aggregate
conposed of chl-hem-
p9-ePd-bl o-co rb- Pyr r
0.005-0.05 ntn
gronoblasÈlc o99re-
gote composed of p9-
q t z-ca rb-ch I -py r r

p9 0-3

oct o-2(ofter
cpx )

elliptical,
circulor,
or less
conrronly
anroeboid

elliptical,
or less
cotrrnon I y
circular or
amoeboid

0.3-l euhedrol to
s ubhed ra ).

0.3-5.5

p9 O-? 0. 3- | euhedro I to
s ublred ra I

Core: 5-30%' 0.1-
0.3 mm p9 mlcro-
¡. I tes in o O.005-
0.01 nnr grono-
blôst lc ð99rego te
conrposed of lrenr-pg-
chl-bio-epd
Rln: o.Oo5-O.O5 nrm

folioted D99regote.
conrposed of clrl -lrem-
oct-epd

Coret 0-591, 0. l-
0.2 nrm pe micro-
I i Èes ín o 0.005-
0.05 ¡rm folloted
oggregote composed
of ch.l -henr-pg-D(iÈ-
epd
Portisl ninr: 0.005-
O.2 nrnr lorgely
granoblost ic oggre-
gate co0posed of
pg-heilr-ch I -oc t. - b i o-
epd-côrb-gtz-pyft ip9r eL2¡ carb,. epd,
and pyrr ore grôno-
blast ic; hem, chI ,
ðct , ond bi o, a re
allgncd
0-513, 0.1-0.2 nnr P9
mlcrolltcs in a
0.O05-O.O5 mnt
folloted o99regate
coñposed of chl-hem-
pg -ac t -epd

p9 O-2 0. 3-0.7 sublredro I

\¡
@



unit

¡la f ic to
fntermediãte
r,apilll-Tuff
and Tuff (2a)

Fragment Type

vesiculôr
Felsic
Fragmen t.s

Non-vesicular
Microl itic
Mofic
Fragmen t s

Non-ve s ic ula r
Felsic
Fragments

vesicular
MicroliÈíc
InternediðÈe
F raqmen t 9

Àmygdules

Type f Size (nrn)

corb I O-50 O.2-3.5

none recognized

Abbrevlacions
p9
qEz
chl
hem
epd

Tâblê 9 conÈlnuêd

pJ.og i oc la se
gua rÈz
chLor i te
hem¡r È i Èe
epidoÈe

none recognized

csrb 1O-4O 0.3-2.5

Shape Type

circulor or
ellipticûÌ

p9

oct
cpx
ca rb
bio
pyrr

Plrenoc rys t s

% Size (mm) Shope

none recognized

0-3 0.4-1.1 euhedral.

Minerals are lisÈed in decreasinq order of abundance

act inol i te
clinbpyroxene
carbonate
biot i Èe
pyrrlroE i te

p9

circular or p9
elliptical

O-2 0. l-O.5 euhedral

O-2 0.5- t euhedral to
subhed ra I

Groundmo s s
I

O.O05-O.O5 nnì qrûno-
b.Last ic a99re9ate
composed of qtz-p9-
ca rb-hem- b i o-c hl
5-1O%,0.05-0.2 mm
pg microlices in a
O . 0O5.-O. 0 5 mm gro no-
blost ic oggregate
coilposed of lren¡-chl-
carb-qtz-p9-pyrr
O.OO5-0.O5 mm grano-
blasÈic o99regate
co¡rposed of qtz-p9-
c hì -bi o-cô r.b

l5%, O.O5-O.03 nrm pg
microlites in a
O.005-0.01 mm grano-
blost ic Dggregnte
coilrposed of p9-clrl -
hern-b i o- py r r

\¡
\o
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vesicres that are firred with carbonate (rig. zz) . Amygdules

are encrosed in a uniform, fine-grained, guartzo-ferdspathic

aggregate that may have originally been vitric.

Less abundant fragment types identified in the unit
incrude non-vesicurar, microlitic, mafic rapilli and sparse,

non-vesicular, felsic lapiIli and blocks; both fragment

types are plagioclase-phyric. Free quartz crystaJ.s were

Iocal1y observed in the unit, but free plagioclase crystars
were not observed. Recognizable fragments and crystal
particles are encrosed in a texturally and minerarogicarry
uniform, fine-grained, foliated aggregate, which is the

dominant component of the tapitri-tuff and tuff (rabre 10).

It is composed rargely of chlorite and quartz with resser
plagioclase and carbonate (tabre 10). Arthough totarry
recrystallized, the aggregate probably represents the

original- matrix, and, because of its present composition and

uniform texture, it may have originally been mafic and

vitr ic .

Felsic and many mafic fragments can be distinguished from

Èhe surrounding foriated aggregate by sharp boundaries and

ÈexturaL and mineralogical differences. Felsic fragments are

granobrastic and contain more quartz than the surrounding

aggregate (cf. lables 9, 10). Mafic fragments contain
plagiocLase microlites and more hematite than the

surrounding aggregate (cf . Tables g, 1 0 ) . In places,

however, mafic fragments are more obscure and are



Figure 22: Photograph of a subangular, felsic volcanic 
fragment (pale grey) in lower unit (2a) of Member 2, 
showing preservation of original vesicularity. The dark 
green aggregate surrounding fragments is largely 
recrystallized but probably mimics the original matrix, 
which may have originally been vitric. Lens cap for 
scale is 5.5 cm in- diameter. 
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10 mm long, lenticular patches that
comprise 0 to 5% ot the lapirri-tuff and tuff. These patches

are minerarogically simirar to the enclosing foriated
matrix, but differ by the presence of 5 to 1O%, 0.1 to O.z

mm long, euhedral, randomly oriented, plagiocrase microlites
and 0 to 3%, 0.3 to 0.7 mm long, euhedral, plagioclase
crystars. Because of the mineralogicar simirarity of Èhese

fragments and the matrix, particle boundaries are diffuse.
They probably represent aphyric to plagiocrase-phyr-ic mafic
fragments whose boundaries have been obscured by

recrystallization. The matrix abundance given in Table 10

is a maximum varue because these poorry defined, microritic
fragments have been included in Èhe total matrix abundance.

6.1.2 Beddino Characterístics

on outcrops, the mafic to intermediate rapirri-tuff and

tuff is stratified, consisting of murtiple, poorry sorted,
20 to 270 cm thick beds defined by variations in fragment

abundance and f ragment size; t.ragment-rich beds normalry

alternate with fragment-poor beds (rig. 21). Bed contacts
are gradationar rather than sharp, but the transition from

one bed to the next normarly occurs within a vert,icar
distance of 2 to 5 cm. rndividuar beds maintain a constant

thickness across outcrops for up to 10 m, but they cannot be

correlated between outcrops with confidence, and, thus,
their Iateral continuity is unknown.
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The fragment-rich beds contain 20 to 30%, 0.5 to 46 cm

long fragments, whereas fragment-poor beds contain 5 to 10%,

0.5 to 10 cm long fragments. In some fragment-poor beds,

there are isolated, 10 to 30 cm thick, lenticular, fragment-

rich zones (nig . 21') . Vertically in the succession, there

is no apparent change in the matrix composition or in the

síze and abundance of crystals. However, the abundance of

vesicular felsic fragments decreases upwards and that of

both recognizable and poorly def ined maf ic fragments

increases. In the measured section, Iapi11i-tuff and tuff is
underrain by a laterarly restricted vorcanic conglomerate

and sandstone seguence about 7 m thick (Fig. 21). The

lapilli-tuff and tuff component here is thus much thinner
than ersewhere in the unit where volcanic congromerate and

sandstone are absent, but otherwise it is identical.

6.2 MINOR VOLCÀNIC CONGLOMERATE A}TD SANDSIC'NE

Volcanic conglomerate and sandstone seguences were

observed onry on one outcrop in the northwestern part of the

]-apilIi-Èuff unit. At this locality, a lower mafic seguence

and an upper felsic sequence comprise about 40% of

stratigraphic section 2a-1 (rig. 21). The sequences are

laterally continuous across outcrops for up to 5 m, but

cannot be traced to adjacent outcrops. Based on the

distances to adjacent outcrops, the seguences have a maximum

possible lateral extent of 150 m.
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rn contrast to the mafic to intermediate tapirri-tuff and

tuff, the volcanic conglomerate and sandstone contain
vesicular intermediate fragments, lack vesicular felsic
fragments, and have a higher abundance of non-vesicular

fersic fragments and crystal particles incruding both quartz

and plagioclase (table 10). rn contrast to vesicular felsic
fragments in the rapirli-tuff, the intermediate fragments

are better rounded, plagioclase-phyric, and slightly Iess

vesicurar. rn addition, the groundmass of the fragments

lacks quartz but conÈains pragioclase microrites and more

chlorite. Non-vesicurar fersic fragments occur in both the

lower and upper sequences, but are more abundant in the

upper (table 10). Ves icular , intermediate volcanic
fragments were observed only in the basal part of the upper

seguence. Recognizable, non-vesicular, mafic fragments were

observed only in the lower sequence.

crystal particres are larger and more abundant in the

upper sequence than the rower (rabre 1 0) . plagioclase

crystars are typicarly broken or less commonry unbroken, and

show evidence of significant abrasion. Ar1 quartz crystal
particles observed in the rower and upper seguences are

broken, but they are not as extensively abraded as

coexisting plagioclase crystals. Well preserved embayments

were observed in some of the guartz crystals (fig.
implying an original volcanic origin.

231



Figure 23: Photomicrograph of a partly hexagonal, embayed 
quartz crystal (x-polars) from volcanic sandstone of the 
upper felsic sequence in the lower part of unit 2a. The 
embayment is filled with quartzo-feldspathic aggregate 
that probably represents recrystallized juvenile magma 
from which the crystal was liberated. The foliated aggre- 
gate surrounding the crystal is composed largely of seri- 
cite, quartz, and plagioclase and, although totally re- 
crystallized, may have originally been felsic vitric ash. 
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In each seguence, the dominant component is a fine-
grained recrystallized aggregate that surrounds recognizabre

fragments and crystals and probably represents the original
matrix (tab1e 1 0) . In the lower mafic seguence, the

aggregate is foliated and is composed'of chlorite, quartz

and plagioclase in subequal proportions and minor carbonate,

biotite, and pyrrhotite. It is texturally similar to the

foliated matrix aggregate in the mafic to intermediate

lapiIli-tuff, and, thus, it may have originally been vitric.
In the upper felsic sequence, the aggregate is largely
foliated and contains more sericite and quartz than matrix

in the lower mafic seguence (table 1 0 ) ; it may have

originally been felsic vitric ash.

In both the mafic and felsic sequences a single, normally

graded conglomerate bed is overlain by a thickening upwa.rd

succession of normally graded sandstone beds (f ig. 21 .). In

the upper felsic sequence, the base of the conglomerate bed

appears to be a scour because sandstone beds in Èhe

underlying mafic sequence are apparently truncated (fig.

24) . Here , f.ragments are largest and most abundant

immediately above the scour and decrease in size and

abundance upwards. To the northwest of the scour, however,

the conglomerate appears to show reverse to normal grading

(fig. 21). In the lower mafic seguence, the contact between

normally graded conglomerate and underlying ignimbrite is
irregular (rig. 25) and could represent a pre- or



Figure 24: Photograph showing a scour at the base 
of the conglomerate bed in the upper felsic sequence. 
Note the truncation of the sandstone bed in the under- 
lying mafic sequence. Lens cap for scale is 5.5 cm in 
diameter. 



Figure 25: Photograph showing the irregular contact 
between ignimbrite of Member 1 (white) and overlying 
pebbly sandstone (dark green) of the lower mafic se- 
quence. This could represent a 
scour or alternatively, a drag 
scale is 5.5 cm in diameter. 

pre- or syndepositional 
fold. Lens cap for 
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syndepositional scour. sandstone beds, which overlie the

conglomerate in both seguences, have sharp, planar to
1oca1ly scoured contacts and generalry maintain a constant

thickness across an outcropr but some beds pinch out along

strike. In the lower mafic seguence, 1 to 2 mm thickr light
and dark grey raminae occur in the upper 1 to 2 cm of some

of the thicker sandstone beds. The dark grey laminae are

composed rargery of chrorite whereas the right grey raminae

are composed mainry of quartz and plagioclase. An internar
grading vras not observed in such laminae.

5.3 MAFIC LÀPILLI-TT'FF AND TT'FF

Mafic rapilri-tuff and tuff comprise the centrar part of
Member 2 (2b) and range in thickness f rom 12 to 64 m. The

unit is thickest in the central part of the mapped area and

thins to the southeast and northwest (prate 1 ). The lower

contact with mafic to intermediate lapilli-tuff and tuff
(2a) is gradationar over a distance of about 2 m (rigs. 21,

33 ) . This gradational zone consists of alternating
fragment-rich and fragment-poor beds. within this zone,

vesicular fersic fragments decrease in abundance upwards and

eventually disappear, whereas the abundance of vesicurar
mafic fragments increases. rn a similar manner, the

abundance of chlorite in t.he matrix decreases upwards, but

that of plagioclase and actinolite increases.
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In contrast to the underlying mafic to intermediate

lapilli-tuff, the mafic rapirli-tuff and tuff is thicker and

more mafic; fragments are generally smaller and are all
mafic; plagioclase crystal particles are present but quartz

crystal particles are apparently absent; ptagioclase

dominates over chlorite in the matrix; actinorite is present

in the matrix (table 10); and actinolite pseudomorphs after
crinopyroxene e¡ere identified in both fragments (tabre 9)

and in the granobrastic aggregate surrounding fragments
(rable 1o).

5.3.1 Comoonents Comprisinq the Lapillí-Tuff and Tuff

The lapiIli-tuff and tuff are composed of variable
proportions of fragments and crystal particles in a fine-
grained, largely granoblastic aggregate that presumably

represents recrystallized matrix. Mafic fragments comprise 3

to 62% of the unit and range in length from 1 to 340 ßD;

although most are less than 60 mm long. Fragments were

originally angular to rounded, but are noh' moderately to
highly elongate due to tectonic flattening. The larger
fragments were more competent and are subequant; most of the

smaller fragments are chlorite-rich and more ductire, and

they now occur as thin lenticles. Three types of mafic

fragments have been recognized based on differences in
vesicularity and internal texture (table 9).
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6.3.1 .1 Rimmedr - Vesicular, Microlitic ldaf ic Fragments(rype 1)

Type 1 mafic fragments are the largest, most abundant,

and generarty most vesicurar fragments in the unit (tables

9, 10). They consist of an inner, commonly fractured,
vesicular, microlitic core, completely or partly surrounded

by a less vesicular chloritic rim.

Fragment cores are nearly opaque in plane light and

consist of rare plagioclase phenocrysts and poikilobrastic
actinolite pseudomorphs after crinopyroxene phenocrysts
(rig. 26) in a groundmass composed largely of randomly

oriented, plagioclase microlites and hematite (table 9, Fig.
27). Fragment core vesicularity ranges from 15 to 7O%.

vesicles are circurar, erripticarr oÍ less commonry amoeboid

and range from 0.1 to 7 mm in diameter or length, although

most are 0.1 to 0.5 mm. Vesicles are typically filled with
polycrystalline quartz (fig. 27 ) or, Iess commonly,

monocrystalline guartz, but locally they are filIed by

polycrystalline albite (nig. 28) or polycrystalline quartz

plus albite (rig. 29) aggregates. The plagioclase amygdules

consist of mulÈiple, radiating plagioclase laths. In the

quartz-plagioclase amygdules, plagiocLase Iaths are

intergrown with polycrystalline guartz. In both types of

amygdules, plagioclase has been partly replaced by epidote

and/or carbonate. within fragments, there is no change in

amygdule abundance, size or shape from the outer to the

inner part of the core.
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Figure 27: Photomicrograph (x-polars) of the core of a 
type 1 mafic fragment from mafic lapilli-tuff of unit 2b. 
The core consists of polycrystalline quartz amygdules 
(top left and bottom right) in a groundmass composed of 
randomly oriented, plagioclase microlites (white) and 
hematite (black) with lesser chlorite, carbonate, and 
epidote. The left margin of the photograph is q cross- 
cutting carbonate veinlet (golden brown). The rectangular 
grain in the lower center of the photograph is a 
plagioclase phenocryst that has been largely replaced 
by carbonate. 



Figure 28: Photomicrograph (x-polars) of a polycrystalline 
albite amygdule in a type 1 fragment from mafic lapilli-tuff 
of unit 2b. 



F'igure 29: Photomicrograph (x-polars) of a polycrystalline 
quartz plus albite amygdule in. a type 1 fragment from mafic 
lapilli-tuff of unit 2b. 
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The rims observed on type 1 mafic fragments are 0.5 to 10

mm thick, completely or partly surround fragments, and

contain 2 to 10% amygdules in a foriated aggregate composed

largery of chlorite with lesser hematite, actinorite and

epidote. Generally, the rim Èhickness in individuar
fragments is not constant, and it also varies in thickness
among fragments in the same bed. A small proportion of
fragments, which are only partly surrounded by a rim, appear

broken and Èhe core is in sharp contact with the surrounding

largely granoblastic matrix aggregate. In most fragments,

the boundary between the rim and core is gradational, but in
some fragments it is sharp. Where Èhe boundary is
gradational, the chlorite content increases, and the
contents of hematite and pragiocrase decrease graduarry

outyrards across the entire width of the rim. where the
boundary is sharp, there is an abrupt increase in chrorite
and a decrease in hematite and plagioclase across the core-
rim interface. Amygdures in the rims are typicalry composed

of polycrystalline plagioclase or less commonly,

polycrystalrine quartz. unrike the plagioclase amygdures in
the core, which consist of radiating plagiocrase raths,
those in the rim are an aggregate of subequant, anhedral,
0.1 to 0.5 mm, sutured plagioclase grains with 1 to S%, 0.1

to 0.2 mm long, actinorite or biotite needres. rn addition,
the amygdules in the rim are typically sporadicarry
distributed and ress abundant than those in the core (rig.
30). However, in one fragment there vras no variation in
amygdure distribution or abundance between the rim and core.



Figure 30: ~hotomicrograph (plane light) of a type 1 mafic 
fragment from mafic lapilli-tuff of unit 2b. The fragment 
consists of a highly vesicular, hematitic core (greenish 
black) and a poorly vesicular, chloritic rim (light green). 
All vesicles are filled with polycrystalline quartz (white). 
The granoblastic to foliated aggregate that encloses the 
fragment consists of plagioclase, chlorite and hematite in 
subequal proportions and lesser actinolite, epidote, 
carbonate and quartz. Although totally recrystallized, 
the aggregate probably consisted originally of ash-sized 
vitric mafic particles or granules. 
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Quartz-carbonate veinlets comprise 0 to 20% of. fragments.

They are oriented almost perpendicurar to the long axis of

fragments and bed contactsi they cross-cut fragment cores

and less commonJ.y r ims , but do not extend into the

surrounding granobrastic to foriated aggregate that forms

the matrix (rig. 26). The fractures are tectonic because

they show a consistent orientation throughout the unit; they

may represent tension fractures that developed in competent

fragments, but not in the surrounding ductile matrix.

6.3.1 .2 Partly-Rimmed, Vesicular, Mícrolitic Mafic
Fragments (type 2,

In comparison to type 1 mafic fragments, type 2 mafic

fragments are smalIer, less abundant, more elongate, and

less vesicular; they also contain more chlorite, a higher
proportion of plagioclase amygdules, and fewer microlites,
and they lack quartz-carbonate veinlets, act inol ite
pseudomorphs af ter clinopyroxene phenocryst.s, and ¡ve1l

developed chloritic rims although poorly defined, partial
rims are present on some fragments (fables 9, 10). The

fragments consist of rare plagioclase phenocrysts in a

microlitic, foliated aggregate composed largery of chlorite
and hematite (rable 9). In terms of mineralogy, some type z

fragments closely resemble the rims of type 1 tragments,

but, in terms of mineralogical and texturar characteristics,
most are intermediate between the cores and rims of type 1

fragments.
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Fragment vesicularity ranges from 2 to 20%, but is
generally less than 10%. Vesicles are typically filled with
polycrystalline albite,
polycrystalline quartz.

but IocaJ.Iy are filled with

The plagioclase amygdules are

elIiptical, circular, or less commonly amoeboid, and, like
amygdules in the rims of type 1 t ragments, they are

aggregates of sutured plagioclase grains with minor

actinolite or biotite needles. In the type 2 mafic

fragments, amygdules occur throughout the entire fragment,

but they have a non-random distribution. Within fragments,

they are eiÈher clustered in irregular, 1 to 7 mm long

patches or are isolated from one another. plagioclase

phenocrysts, which loca1ly coexist with the amygdules¡ cân

be clearly distinguished by their subhedral to euhedral

shapes, monocrystallinity, and albite-Carlsbad twins.

The groundmass of type 2 mafic fragments consists of 0 to
5%, randomly oriented, plagioclase microlites in a fine-
grained, foliated aggregate composed largely of chLorite and

hematite in subequal proportions. Typically, the groundmass

is mineralogically homogeneous, but in some fragments a non-

uniform distribution of chloriÈe and hematite produces a

patchy appearance. In these fragments, irregular, 1 to 5 mm

long, hematite-rich areas are entirely enclosed by, or

intergrown with, chlorite-rich areas. The boundary between

the hematite-rich and chlorite-rich areas is always

gradational. In one fragmenÈ, a 5-mm long, oval patch
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composed of subequar amounts of pragioclase and hematite,

subordinate chlorite and actinolite, and minor biotite,
epidote, carbonate and quartz vras enclosed in the chroritic
groundmass. The oval patch, differs compositionarly from the

hematite-rich areas, and, additionarly, its boundaries with
the encrosing chroritic aroundmass are sharp rather than

gradat i onal .

some of these fragments appear to have a partial vitric
rim that can be distinguished from the recrystartized
granoblastic matrix only by the presence of pragioclase

amygdules that are similar in size, shape, composition, and

abundance to those in the readiry recognizabre parts of the

fragments (rig. 31 ). These rims appear to be 1 to 3 mm

thick and occur on about 10% of the fragments as defined in
pranar thin secÈions. They are a fine-grained aggregate

composed of pragioclase and hematite in subequal

proportions, subordinate chlorite and actinorite and minor

biotite, epidote, carbonate, guartz and pyrrhotite. The

plagioclase, guartz, carbonate, epidote, and pyrrhotite are

granoblastic, whereas chlorite, actinolite, and biotite are

aligned; hematite typically occurs as anastomosing

stringers. The aggregate is texturally and minerarogicarly
indistinguishable from adjacent, non-amygdaloidar areas that
are believed to represent recrystallized matrix. The

original nature of the rims cannot be defined precisely, but

they rrere probably texturally and/or compositionarry
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Figure 31: Thin section drawing showing the distribu-tion of po]-ycrystartine pragioðl-ase amlgdures in thegranoblastic aggregate of mafic rapirri-tuff in unit2b. Àmygdule clusters adjacent to lype 2 mafic frag-
ments presumably represent partial vitric rims ontype 2 mafic fragments. Apparentry isorated amygdules
may represent the vitric edges of type 2 mafic- irag-ments, small vitric mafic fragments, tuff vesicles,
or a combination of the three.
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in which

plagioclase microlites can be idenÈified. The uniform

texture of. the rims implies that they may have originally
been vitric.

Locally, amygdule clusters and less common single
amygdules are isolated in the granoblastic aggregate (nig.

31). The isolated amygdules may represent (1) tr¡e vitric
edge of a type 2 mafic fragment, the more crystallized part
of which was not intersected by the thin section, (21

separate, vitric rnaf ic fragments, or (3) tuff vesicles.

6.3.1.3 Non-Vesicular, Microlitic t{af ic Fragments (rype 3)

Type 3 mafic fragments are smarrer and less abundant than

type 1 and 2 mafic fragments (tables 9, 10). The fragments

occur as thin renticres and consist of rare pragiocrase

phenocrysts in a uniform textured, microlitic, foliated
aggregate composed rargely of chlorite. The fragments lack

amygdules, but otherwise they are compositionally and

texturally sirnilar to type 2 fragments (table 9).

6.3.1.4 Crystal Particles

Crystal particles are a minor component of the mafic

Iapi11i-tuff and tuff (table 10). They include single
crystal arbite pseudomorphs after plagioclase and actinolite
pseudomorphs after crinopyroxene. Plagiocrase crystals are
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typicarly isorated in the recrystalrized matrix, and can be

clearry distinguished from isorated plagioclase amygdures by

their generally angular shape, monocrystallinity, and

albite-carrsbad twins. The crystals are typicarry broken,

but do not show evidence of extensive abrasion; resser

unbroken crystals are euhedral.

Isolat.ed single-crystal actinolite
clinopyroxene were locally observed in
matrix of the mafic lapilli-tuff and tuff
are tabular r or less commonly rhombic

unbroken.

pseudomorphs after
the recrystallized
. The pseudomorphs

(r'ig. 32'), and

5.3.1.5 Granoblastic Matrix

The granoblastic aggregate that surrounds mafic fragments

and crystal particles is, in most places, the dominant

component of the mafic lapilli-tuff and tuff. It is
mineralogicarry and texturally identicar to the partiar
vitric rims on type 2 mafic fragments (cf. Tables 9r 10) and

therefore, may have also originally been vitric. The

aggregate typically has a uniform, largely granoblastic

texture, but, locaIly, it has a granular-Iike appearance

with 0.2 to 0.5 mm long knots of actinolite, chlorite, and

plagiocrase enveroped partry or compretery in hematite

stringers (rig. 30). Because of its fine metamorphic arain
size the aggregate probabry originalry consisted of ash-

sized, vitric mafic particles or granules.
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Figure 32: Photomicrograph (x-polars) of an actinolite 
pseudomorph after an original clinopyroxene crystal. 
The pseudomorph is enclosed in a'fine-grained grano- 
blastic aggregate composed of subequal amounts of 
plagioclase and hematite, subordinate chlorite, and 
actinolite, and minor biotite, epidote, carbonate, 
quartz and pyrrhotite. Although totally recrystallized, 
the aggregate probably originally consisted of ash-sized, 
vitric mafic particles or granules. 
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6.3.2 Beddino Characteristics

rn the mafic rapilli-tuff and tuff, murtiple, ungraded

beds were defined by variations in fragment abundances and

fragment size. The beds have abrupt contacts and are 5 to
250 cm thick with an average thickness of 70 cm. They are
poorry sorted and generally maintain a constant thickness
for up to 20 m across outcrops, but beds cannot, be

correlated between outcrops with confidence, and, thus,
their longer range continuity is unknown.

A stratigraphic section measured in the northwestern part
of the unit reveared the presence of aÈ least 45 beds (rig.
33); about 10% of the section is covered, and the total
number of beds may be greater. The bed to bed variation in
fragment abundance is commonly greater than 20% fragments,

but is rocally less than 10% fragments. The variation in
average maximum fragment size from bed to bed is generarry

less than 50 mm but can be as much as 1 1 5 mm. Bed contacts
are gradationar rather than sharp, but the transition from

one bed to the next normally occurs within a verticar
distance of 1 to 5 cm (rig. 34).

size or abundance grading were not observed in any of the
beds, but generarly there is a higher abundance of rarger
fragments in the upper 1 /g of the succession as opposed to
the lower 2/s of the succession (rig. 33). Gen.erarry,

fragments are evenly distributed ¡rithin the beds, but, in
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Figure 33: Stratigraphic section 2b-1 through mafic
Iapilli-tuff and tuff of unit 2b. The succession
consists of at least 45 beds which show bed to bed
variations in fragment abundance and average maximum
fragment size. Fragment abundance was determined by
counting about 500 points for each bed using a 1 cm
by 1 cm grid. Maximum fragment size in each bed is
the average length of the ten largest fragments.
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Figure 33 (continued)
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Figure 33 (continued)



Upper Bed- 
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Figure 34: Photograph of mafic lapilli-tuff and tuff 
from unit 2b. Note the gradational contact between 
the lapilli-tuff bed (lower) and the overlying tuff a 

bed (center). Also note the irregular fragment-rich 
area in the upper part of the tuff bed which may 
represent a load cast. Lens cap for scale is 5.5 cm 
in diameter. 
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some beds, isolated, 10 to 20 cm long, oval to irregular,
fragment-rich areas were observed in fragment-poor beds

(figs. 33, 34); they may represent differentially compacted

beds or a soft sediment deformation feature. Because the

fragment-rich areas are nearly equidimensional, they are

probably not differentially compacted beds. Instead, the

fragment-rich areas could be load casts formed by the

sinking of the overlying coarser grained beds into
underlying finer grained beds. Alternatively, the fragment-

rich areas could have been produced by elutriation of ash-

sized particles. In some beds, isolated, block-sized,
rounded, type 1 mafic fragments were observed (nig. 35). The

fragments could be volcanic bombs that were rounded

aerodynamically.

Crystal particles are a minor component of the mafic

Iapilli-tuff and tuff (table 10). No vertical variations in
size or abundance of crystal particlesr or composition or

texture of the granoblastic matrix were observed within beds

or through the sequence.

6.4 MAFIC TO INTERMEDIATE TAPILLI-TT'FF A}TD TUFF

Mafic to intermediate lapiIIi-tuff and tuff comprise the

upper part of Member 2 (2c); it is thinner and more felsic
than the underlying mafic lapilli-tuff and tuff (2b). The

unit thins and thickens along strike, ranging in thickness

from 5 to 20 m, and in the northwestern part of the mapped



Figure 35: Photograph of mafic lapilli-tuff from unit 2b. 
Note the isolated, rounded, type 1 mafic fragment in a thin, 
lapilli-rich bed (center). The fragment could be a volcanic 
bomb that was rounded aerodynamically. Lens cap for scale is 
5.5 cm in diameter. 
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area, it is abr.uptly truncated by Member 3 (Plate 1). The

Iower contact with underlying mafic lapilli-tuff and tuff is
sharp and is marked by an change in fragment type and matrix

composition. The upper contact with overlying interlayered
volcanic sandstone and lava flows of Member 3 is sharp and

hummocky in places. Locally, felsic tuff is interbedded

with Iapilli-tuff in the upper 1 to 2 m of the unit.

6.4.1 Conponents ConorisÍno the taoilli-Tuff and Tuff

The lapi11i-tuff and tuff are composed of variable
proportions of mafic and felsic fragments and crystal
particles in a fine-grained, foliated mafic aggregate that
probably represents recrystallized matrix (tables 9, 1 0 ) .

Most fragments are mafic and these are commonly elongate due

to tectonic flattening, but some fragments are subequant and

angular to subangular; the Iess abundant, more competenÈ

felsic fragments are subequant and angular to subrounded.

Vesicular mafic fragments are texturally similar to the

cores of type 1 mafic fragments in the underlying unit, but

they contain fewer plagioclase microlites and lack

actinolite pseudomorphs after clinopyroxene phenocrysts; in

addition, the granoblastic aroundmass contains carbonate and

quartz, has less plagioclase, and lacks epidote (rable 9).

The fragments also lack chloritic rims and are generally

smaller .than type 1 mafic fragments (rable 10). Non-

vesicular mafic fragments are comparable in size and texture
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to type 3 mafic fragments in the underlying unít, but they

contain more plagioclase phenocrysts and microlites, and the

groundmass contains carbonate and biotite but lacks

actinolite (rable 9). Porphyritic felsic fragments in the

mafic to intermediate lapilli-tuff and tuff (2cl are not

comparable to any fragments in the underlying unit.

Unlike the' underlying unit, the mafic to intermediate

lapilIi-tuff and tuff contain quartz crystals and a higher

abundance of plagioclase crystals (table 10). plagioclase

crystals are typically broken, but do not show evidence of

extensive abrasion. ÀI1 quartz crystals are broken, but

again, they do not show evidence of extensive abrasion;

embayments were locally observed in the quartz crystals.

Fragments and crystal particles are surrounded by a

uniform, fine-grained, foliated aggregate that contains more

chlorite and quartz and Iess plagioclase, hematite, and

actinolite than the granoblastic aggregate in the underlying

unit (tabIe 1 O). Although totally recrystallized, the

aggregate probably represents matrix, and, because of its
uniform texture and fine metamorphic Arain size, it may have

originally been vitric. It probably consisted of ash-sized,

vitric mafic particLes or granules
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6.4.2 Beddino Characteristics

Like the underlying unit, the mafic to intermediate

lapiIIi-tuff consists of multiple, poorly sorted beds that
are defined by variations in fragment abundance and size.
The beds are 20 to 400 cm thick; bed contacts are

gradational rather than sharp, but the transition from one

bed to the next normally occurs within a vertical distance
of less than 5 cm. The beds can be traced across outcrops

for up to 6 m, but cannot be correlated between outcrops

with confidence. Locarry, 30 to 50 cm thick felsic tuff beds

occur in the upper 1 to 2 m of the unit.

A stratigraphic section measured in the northwestern part
of the unit reveared the presence of I lapirli-tuff and Èuff
beds and 1 felsic tuff bed (nig. 36). The lapilli-tuff and

tuff beds are ungraded and show bed to bed variations in

fragment abundance and fragment size. Fragment-rich beds

contain 15 to 20%, 0.5 to 5 cm long fragments whereas

f ragment-poor beds cont,ain 2 to 5%, 0.5 to 3 cm long

fragments. UnIike the underlying unit, however, the

relative proportions of fragments and crystals changes

verticalry. rn bed 1 (r'ig. 36), vesicurar and non-vesicurar

mafic fragments are present in subequal proportions with
minor crystal particles; porphyritic felsic fragments are

absent. In bed 2, porphyritic felsic fragments and crystal
particles are abundant, but vesicurar and non-vesicurar

mafic fragments are a minor component. In beds 3 to 9,
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vesicurar and non-vesicular mafic fragments are present in
subequar proportions with minor porphyritic feLsic fragments

and crystal particres. The matrix composition and texture
does not change upwards in the unit.

A sample of the felsic tuff bed was unobtainable, but, in

contrast to the rapirri-tuff and tuff, it is more fersic and

lacks recognizabre fragments. rts upper and lower contacts

are sharp, but no scours trere observed. The tuf f is sheared

and iron stained, and, thus, grading characteristics could

not be determined



Chapter VII

DISCUSSION

7.1 INTRODUCTION

Fersic to mafic pyroclastic rocks comprise an integral
part of Precambrian greenstone berts, but the origin of such

rocks is commonly neburous because many of the primary

textures and structures necessary for genetic interpretation
have been destroyed by metamorphic recrystalrization and

deformation. However, in some greenstone belts primary
pyroclastic rocks have been identified. These include
pyroclastic frow deposits (ealdwin, 1gg7; Dimroth and

Demarke, 1978; Dirnroth and Rocheleau, 1979; padgham, 1990;

Thurston, 1 980; Tassé et al. , 1979) , air-farr deposits
(guck, 1978; Padgham, 1980), and phreatic breccia (Dimroth

and Rochereau, 1979). rn the Manigotagan River Formation,
many of the primary structures and textures necessary for
genetic interpretaLion have been preserved. These textures
and structures can then be compared with other pyrocrastic
deposits for the purpose of establishing genetic moders.

Genetic aspects that will be examined in this particular
study incrude (1) environment of eruption and deposition,
(2) empracement mechanisms, and (3) eruptive sources.

118
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7.2 SUBAOI'EOUS PYROCLASTIC FLOW DEPOSITS

The ignimbrites of the Manigotagan River Formation

consist of variable proportions of dacite fragments, vitric
felsic fragments, pumice, rare mafic scoria and microcline-
phyric felsic fragments, and plagioclase and lesser quartz

crystals enclosed in a largely granoblastic r euârtzo-
feldspathic aggregate inferred to be recrystallized vitric
ash. They are composite sheets consisting of multiple flow

units, most of which consist of a lower, massive Iapi11i-
tuff division and an upper, unbedded to planar bedded tuff
division. In the upper ignimbrite, however, some flow units
lack the upper tuff division and consist only of a lapilli-
tuff division.

7.2.1 Comparison With Iqninbrites In The Literature

Members 1 and 7 of the Manigotagan River Formation are

considered to be ignimbrites on the basis of similarities in

thickness and structural characteristics to those of other

ignimbrites. The members range in thickness from 6 to at
least 50 m, and ignimbrites of similar thickness have been

documented elsewhere (Niem, 1977; Bond, 1973; Loyrman and

Bloxam, 1 981 ). According to Sheridan (1979), many

ignimbrites are composite sheets composed of flow units that
range in thickness from 0.5 to 40 m. The thicknesses of

flow units comprising the Manigotagan River Formation

ignimbrites are within this thickness range (rable 4). In
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addition, IapilIi-tuff and tuff divisions that comprise

individual flow units (rables 7, 8) are similar in thickness

to those documented in subaqueous pyroclastic flow deposits
(Hiem, 1977; Bond, 1973; Lowman and B1oxam, 1981).

Structures observed in the ignimbrites of the Manigotagan

River Formation include:

1.

2.

reverse grading

normal grading

fragments, and

pumice-rich and

of pumice,

of dacite and/or vitric felsic

pumice-poor bed sequences.

Reverse grading of pumice and normal grading of dense vitric
fragments has also been documented in younger pyroclastic
flow deposits (fiske, 1963; yamazaki et aI., 1973; Setf and

Rampino, 1981 ; Kano et aI. , 198.8). pumice-rich and pumice-

poor beds of similar thickness to those in the Manigotagan

River Formation have been documented in Mississippian

subaqueous pyroclastic flow deposits (Hiem, 1977) .

7.2.2 Environment of Eruption and Deposition

In ancient volcanic and sedimentary successions, such as

the Manigotagan River Formation, eruptive environments are

difficult, if not impossible, to deduce because metamorphic

recrystallization has desÈroyed many of the primary

characÈeristics of components that are diagnostic of

eruptive environmenÈs (Wrigtrt and Mutti, 1981). In addition,

3.
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a direct comparison with other subagueously and subaerially
erupted pyroclastic flow deposits will not be applicable
because the structural characteristics of the deposits do

not necessarily reflect eruptive environment. Àlthough the

ignimbrites of the Manigotagan River Formation lack features

indicative of eruptive environment, there are other indirect
lines of evidence which suggest that they trere erupted in a

subaerial environment, such as:

the relatively high volume of volcanic conglomerate

in the subaqueous fan succession (Member 3) which

suggests that a large landmass had once existed, and

the presence of tephra-fall deposits (Member 2).

Ignimbrites can be deposited in subaerial or subaqueous

environments and the distinction between such environments

is normally based on indirect lines of evidence such as the

presence of fossils (fiske and Matsuda, 1964; Carey and

Sigurdsson, 1980; wright and Mutti, 1981), pillows in nearby

parts of the seguence (tassá et aI. , 1978; Howells et d.,
1 985) , and/or structures within the deposits. The

ignimbrites of the Manigotagan River Formation occur in a

volcanic and sedimentary seguence that shows evidence of

subaqueous deposition. Moderately to highly vesicular,
pillowed lava flows occur throughout the seguence (plate 1 ) ,

and the intervening sedimentary rocks show evidence of

subaqueous deposition such as shallow scours, low angle

cross-beddingr argillite rip-ups, and load and slump

1.

2.
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structures (Seneshen, 1 986 and unpublished data) . In

addition, the Manigotagan River Formation is underlain by

subaqueous pyroclastic debris flows of the Narrows Formation

(weber , 1g71') and is overlain by subaqueous flysch-type
sediments of the Edmunds Lake Formation (Campbell, 19711.

At present there is controversy about the usefulness of

structures for deducing the depositional environment of

i gn imbr i tes . Some workers have argued that primary

structures and structure sequences are not valid criteria
for distinguishing between subaerial and subaqueous

environments (lajoie, 1984; Howe1Is et aI., 1985), whereas

other workers believe that structures of subaqueous

pyroclastic flow deposits are different from those of

subaerial deposits (risher and Schmincke, 1 984; Fisher,
1 984). In terms of primary structures, the lapilli-tuff
divisions of the Manigotagan River Formation ignimbrites are

analogous to subaerial ignimbrites (Sparks, 1976; Fisher,
1979), but the regular repetition of lapilli-tuff and tuff
has not been documented in subaerial ignimbrites. Fine-

grained surge deposits can be intercalated with subaerial

ignimbrites (Sparks, 1976), but these are commonly cross-

stratified. In addition, preceding pumice-faII deposits,

which commonly underlie subaerial ignimbrites, (Koch and

McLean, 1975; Leat, 1985; oruitt and Sparks, 1982; Sparks,

1975; I{right , 19S1 ) were not observed beneath the

Manigotagan River Formation ignimbrites.
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the Manigotagan River

Formation occur in an apparently subaqueous volcanic and

sediment,ary seguence and differ substantially from subaerial

ignimbr ites in terms of structural character i st ics.
Àlthough the ignimbrites were apparently deposited in a

subaqueous environment, other indirect Iines of evidence

suggest that they were erupted subaerially.

7.2.3 Emolacement of the lqnimbrites

Although some subaqueous pyroclastic floivs are welded

(Francis and Howells, 1973; Lowman and Bloxam, 1981; Reedman

et aI,, 1987), most subaqueous deposits lack welding and

were apparently emplaced by sediment gravity flows (riske

and Matsuda, 1964; Carey and Sigurdsson, 1980; wright and

Mutti, 1981; Fisher, 1977i TassãetaI., 1978), ora
combination of sediment gravity flows and tephra-faI1 (Niem,

1977; Bond, 1973; Fiske, 1963). Identification of welding in

ancient i gn imbr i tes is hampered by metamorphic

recrystallization, but the sÈructural features of the

Manigotagan River Formation ignimbrites suggest that they
yrere emplaced as cold sediment gravity flows rather than hot

pyroclastic flows. Such feaÈures include:

1. a repetitive sequence

divisions (riske, 1963;

Tassé et al. , 1978) ,

of lapilli-tuff and tuff
Yamada , 1973; Fisher , 1977;
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Iapi11i-tuff divisions showing reverse grading of
pumice and normal grading of dense, vitric felsic
fragments (riske, 1963r,

tuff divisions that consist of bedded tuff, bedded

pumiceous tuff, or massive tuff (Hiem, 1977; Bond,

1973; Fiske and Matsuda, 1964),

sharp and planar to locally scoured basal contacts
(fiske and Matsuda, 1964),

a lack of quartz nodules which represent the fillings
of original gas cavities (Howells et aI. , 1985;

Wright and Coward, 1977),

a lack of funnel-shaped structures interpreted to be

rootless vents (wrigtrt and Coward, 1977), and

a lack of columnar joints.

rn many deposits elsewhere, the boundary between the

lower rapilli-tuff division and upper tuff division is
gradational (fisher, 1977; Niem, 1977; Bond, 1973; wright
and Mutti, 1981) reflecting one depositional event. rn the

ignimbrites of the Manigotagan River Formation, however, the
rower rapilri-Èuff divisions and upper tuff divisions are

separated by sharp boundaries refrecting separate

depositional events, and, possibry, different depositional
processes.

2.

3.

4.

6.

7.
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7.2.3.1 Emplacement of the Lapilli-Tuf f Divísion

The lapiIli-tuff divisions of the Manigotagan River

Formation ignimbrites have a a number of distinct
characteristics.

1. They consist of angular to subrounded vitric felsic
fragments and/or dacite fragments, pumice, broken and

lesser unbroken crystals, and 55 to 85%

recrystallized vitric ash.

2. They show a wide range in thickness.
3. They occur in all flow units and generally comprise

more than 50% of. flow units.
4. They are poorly sorted and an apparently lack

stratification.
5. Vitric felsic fragments and/or dacite fragments show

normal (density and poorly developed size) grading or

less commonly are ungraded; pumice shows reverse
(density or density and poorly developed size)
grading or less commonly are ungraded; crystals are

apparently ungraded

6. Contacts are planar and sharp to locally scoured or

they are gradational where two Iapi11i-tuff divisions
are in contact.

7. Although the lowermost and uppermost flow units in

the upper ignimbrite appear Èo correlate, the central
units are apparently laterally discontinuous.



These characteristics could

either (1) debris fIows,

f lows .
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indicative of deposition from

(2) high density turbidiry

proposed

deposits

and an

Stee1,

be

or

Debris Flors

Debris flows are viscous, high strength, sediment graviÈy

flows in which rarge grains are supported by Èhe

cohesiveness of a sediment-water matrix or dispersive
pressure (Lowe, 1982; Blatt et aI. , 19BO). The flows
typically move in a raminar fashion, but can become

turbulent by incorporating water (Lowe, 19BZ; Nemec and

Steel, 1984). Lowe (19e2) has speculated that cohesive

debris flows can evorve through grain frows and high density
turbidites into row density turbidites. The diagnostic
features of subaeriar and subaqueous debris frows have been

reviewed by Nemec and Steel (1984).

some of the characteristics of the lapirri-tuff divisions
of the Manigotagan River Formation ignimbrites resemble the
general characteristics of subaqueous debris flows. such

characteristics include :

1. bed thicknesses that are within the

thickness range for subaqueous debris flow
(Cas and wright, 19871,

a poorly sorted, matrix supported framework,

apparent lack of stratification (Nemec and

1 984; Walker, 1984; B1att et al. , I 9BO) ,

2.
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divisions that are graded or less commonly ungraded

(Nemec and Steel , 1984'),

sharp basal contacts with Iimited erosion (Fisher,

1982; Nemec and Steel, 1984) , and

poorly developed size grading of coarser components,

but no apparent grading of finer components (Nemec

and Steel, 1 984 ) .

Despite these similarities, the lapilIi-tuff divisions
apparently lack reversely graded basal zones which are

characteristic of subaqueous debris flows.

Reversely graded basal zones have been reported in other

lapiIli-tuff divisions interpreted as debris flow deposits
(tassá et al. , 1978; Yamazaki et al. , 19731. The reverse

grading indicates that shearing at the base of the debris

flow produced dispersive pressure which acted to buoy larger

fragments up into the flow (walker, 1975, . The apparent

paucity of reversely graded zones at the bases of lapilli-
tuff divisions in this study could imply that the flows were

somewhat turbulent (Nemec and Steel, 1984; Cas , 1979 ) and/or

they travelled over relatively low slopes (walker , 1975).

Although the lapilli-tuff divisions have many of the

characteristics of debris flow deposits, the lack of

reversely graded basal zones suggests deposition from

somewhat turbulent, and possibly more distal, sediment

gravity flows. Àn emplacement mechanism that could better

3.

4.

5.



account for the characteristics
divisions in this study would be

flows, which possibly evolved from

Steel, 1984; Lowe, 1982).

High Densíty Turbidity Flows
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of the 1api11i-tuff
high density turbidiÈy
debris flows (Nemec and

High density turbidity flows are sediment gravity frows

in which ctasts are supported by a combination of
intergranurar dispersive pressure and turburence (Lowe,

1982). The support mechanism is governed by the rerative
abundance of gravel and sand in the flow.

The lapilri-tuff divisions of the Manigotagan River

Formation ignimbrites have many of the characteristics of
high density turbidites including:

a similar thickness range (riske, 1963; Niem, 1977;

Wright and Mutti, 1 981 ) ,

normally graded or ungraded to normally graded

Iapi11i-tuff divisions (Cas, 1979) ,

grading thaÈ is confined to the coarser components

(Cas and wright , 1987; Lowe , 1982) , and

a matrix-supported framework, poor sorting, and an

apparent lack of internal stratification (fiske,
1963; Niem, 1977; Wright and Mutti, 1981 ).

oespite these similarities, the lapirri-tuff divisions in
this study rack other features of high density turbidites,

1.

2.

3.

4.
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especially (1) the entire sequence of graded divisions (cas,

1979; Lowe, 1982') and (2) reversely graded basal zones

(Lov¡e, 19821. The lack of these features may indicate

relatively distal deposits (Lowe, 1982; walker, 1975').

Comparison of the Two Mode1s

It is difficult to choose between debris flow and high

density turbidite models because the lapilli-tuff divisions
in this study have characteristics of both. However,

reversely graded basal zones are common in debris flow

deposits and proximal high density turbidites; the lack of

these zones in the lapilli-tuff divisions would, however,

agree with more distal, gravelly high density turbidity
flows (Lowe, 1982). Às noted elsewhere, the high density

turbidites may have evolved from debris flows by the

incorporation of yrater (Nemec and Steel, 19841 Lovre, 1982).

7.2.3.2 Ernplacenent of the Upper Tuff Division

The upper tuff divisions have been divided into three

types on the basis of bedding characteristics. In decreasing

order of abundance, these are: (1) bedded tuff, (2) bedded

pumiceous tuff, and (3) massive tuff. ÀI1 three tuff
division types occupy the same stratigraphic position

relative to the lower lapilli-tuff divisions, and, thus,

vrere probably emplaced by the same mechanism. The tuff

divisions have a number of typifying characterisÈics.
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1, They consist of multipler or less commonly single, 1

to 240 mm thick, normally graded beds with or lrithout
pumice-rich beds; less commonly the divisions are

apparently massive.

2. In normally graded beds, crystals decrease in size
and abundance upwards to a localIy laminated,

crystal-free zone.

3. Bed contacts are strarp and planar.

4. Pumice*rich beds are typically confined to tuff

. divisions overlying pumiceous lapitli-tuff.
5. The divisions show lateral changes in aggregate

thic kness .

The characteristics of the tuff divisions suggest that they

courd be either (1) subagueous tephra-fa11 deposits, or (z')

low density turbidites.

Subagueous Tephra-Fall Deposits

The tuff divisions have some of the features of

subaqueous tephra-faII deposits which include:

1. normal grading from crystal-rich bases to sericitic
( shard-rich? ) crystal-free tops (risher and

Schmincke, 1984),

2. sharp and planar bed contacts (riske, 19G31,

3. beds that are less than 50 cm thick (fisher and

Schmincke, 19841, and



4. pumice-rich beds (Niem, 1
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9771.

there are a number of other

of subaqueous tephra-fall
( 1 ) Iateral changes in

a close spatial relationship

Despite these similarities,
features that are not typical
deposits. These features are:

aggregate thickness, and Ql
with lapi11i-tuff divisions.

The fine-grained, equigranular, recrystallized vitric ash

which comprises the upper tuff divisions in this study,

would have probably had a uniform falI velocity, and

therefore, would have produced a deposit of more uniform

thickness (risher and Schmincke, 1984). The tuff divisions
in this study show lateral changes in aggregate thickness

over relatively short distances. In addition, in the

southeast part of the upper ignimbrite, pumice is typically
confined to bedded tuff and bedded pumiceous tuff divisions
that overlie pumiceous lapilli-tuff divisions implying that

there is a spatial relationship between the lapilIi-tuff and

tuff divisions

The lateral changes in aggregate thickness in conjunction

with the spatial relationship to the underlying lapilIi-tuff

suggest that the deposition of the tuff s¡as genetically

related to deposition of the lapilli-tuff and was not an

independent process such as tephra-faIl. Àn emplacement

mechanism that could better account for the features of the

tuff divisions in this study would be Iow density turbidity
f lows .
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Lor Density Turbidites

Low density turbidity flows are sediment gravity frows in
which grains (clay to medium-grained sand) are supported

entirely by turbulence (Lowe , 1982; Walker, 1984) . The

diagnostic features of low density turbidites have been well
reviewed (warker, 1984). Features of the tuff divisions in
this study that resembre the general features of turbidites
are:

1 . bed thicknesses,

2. normal grading,

3. parallel laminations in the upper parts of some beds,

and

4. sharp and planar contacts.

The tuff divisions range in thickness from o.o2 to 4.s m

and internal bed thicknesses range in thickness from 0.1 to
24 cm. These Èhickness ranges are similar to those of other
bedded tuff divisions interpreted to be row density
turbidites (wrigtrt and Mutti, 1981 ; Fiske and Matsuda , 1964;

Tassó et aI. , 1978, .

The normally graded beds and normarry graded beds with
laminations resembre the rower parts of Bouma seguences
(Bouma, 1962). The normalry graded part (ra) is formed by

very rapid settring of grains from suspension and

laminations (r¡) are formed by tracÈion of grains in a high
flow regime (walker, 1984). The paucity of other Bouma
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divisions (tcde) could indicate deposition in a relatively
proximal environment where such divisions are commonly

absent (cas and wright, 1987; walker, 1984). Alternatively,

the beds could be storm generated shelf turbidites (Cas and

wright , 1987\. These ðommonly lack upper Bouma divisions due

to low degrees of expansion, Iow slopes, and low potential

ener9y.

Although sharp and planar contacts are characteristic of

turbidites, the beds apparently lack shallow basal scours

which are also common in turbidites (waLker, 1984). The

apparent paucity of basal scours could signify that (1) the

turbidite flows were not erosive as a result of travelling
over low slopes, or (Ð shallow scours have been obliterated
by deformation.

The origin of the pumice-rich beds that occur in some

bedded tuff divisions in the upper ignimbrite is
problematic. The pumice-rich beds generally occur within a

sequence of normally graded beds suggesting that the pumice

could have been deposited by pelagic settling between

periods of turbidite deposition (Hiem, 1977) . Àlternatively,

the pumice may have been separated by density sorting in a

turbidity flow (Carey and Sigurdsson, 1980) implying that

the turbidity flows had variable pumice contents.

Although most tuff divisions consist of normally graded

beds, which appear to have been emplaced by low density
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turbidity flows, the massive tuff divisions have less

diagnostic features indicative of their origin. However,

because the massive tuff divisions have sharp and planar

contacts with lapiIli-tuff divisions and occur at the same

relative stratigraphic position as other tuff divisions
interpreted to be low density turbidites, they were probably

also emplaced by low density turbidity flows. The apparent

lack of grading in these divisions could be due to extremely

good sorting of tephra by reworking or aeolian fractionation
prior to resedimentation by a turbidity f low.

Àlternatively, grading may have been destroyed by

metamorphic recrystall ization

observed on outcrop surfaces.

or may be too subtle to be

7.2.4 SÍqnificance of Lateral Variations

In the upper ignimbrite, where lateral variations could

be documented, it is apparent that lapilli-tuff and tuff

divisions are discontinuous along strike. This discontinuity
suggests that the divisions have an overall lenticular
morphology and this lenticularity probabtry reflects the

atÈitude of the exposed section.

According to Car ( 1 980 ) , most sections through

Precambrian volcanoes are at a high angle to flow vectors.

In the Manigotagan River Formation, the morphology of

channels in the subaqueous fan succession (Member 3 )

suggests that flow was at a high angle to present plane of
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exposure (Seneshen, 1986 and unpublished data). Therefore,

the lapilli-tuff and tuff divisions could be a stacked

seguence of laterally discontinuous lobes. The negligible
change in the size and abundance of components between

measured sections further supports flow vectors at a high

angle to the plane of exposure. The higher number of flow

units in the south section courd reflect a longer sustained

channel-way for the passage of high and low density
turbidity flows

7.2.5 Source of Comoonents Conorisinq the lqnimbrítes

The components comprising the Manigotagan River Formation

ignimbrites have the following general characteristics:

dacite fragments occur in both the lower and upper

ignimbrites, but they are apparently more abundant in
the lower (rable 7l; their uniform texture and fine
metamorphic arain size suggests that they were

originally vitric;
pumice occurs in both the lower and upper

ignimbrites, but it is generally more abundant in the

upper (rables 7, 8); its present composition is
consistent with a diagenetically altered glass that
r{as subsequently metamorphosed to greenschist facies;
vitric felsic f.ragments occur in both the lower and

upper ignimbrites, but they are more abundant in the

upper; the fragments di ffer markedly from the

1.

2.

3.



surrounding quartzo-feldspathic aggregate
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in

4.

5.

6.

composition and texture (cf. Tab1es 6, 7\; IocalIy

they occur as xenoliths in dacite fragments;

rare mafic scoria and microcline-phyric felsic
fragments occur only in the upper ignimbrite;

microcline-phyric felsic fragments occur only in the

uppermost flow units;
unbroken crystals are similar in shape to phenocrysts

in pumice, dacite, and vitric felsic fragments, but

they differ in terms of size and abundance;

unbroken plagioclase and quartz crystals are, oD

average, slightly smaller than plagioclase and quartz

phenocrysts 1n dac i te fragments; the

plagioclase/quartz ratio of the crystal population is
similar .to that of the phenocryst population in

dacite fragments (cf. Tables 6, 7);

based on observation, most unbroken plagioclase

crystals and aII quartz crystals are larger than

plagioclase and quartz phenocrysts in vitric felsic
fragments; where quartz phenocrysts yrere observed in

vitric felsic fragments, the plagioctase/quartz ratio
of the phenocryst population exceeds that of the

crystal population (cf. Tables 6, 7);

unbroken plagioclase crystals are r oD average,

smaller than phenocrysts in pumice from the upper

ignimbrite, but are larger than phenocrysts in pumice

from the lower ignimbrite; quartz phenocrysts were

7.

8.
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ignimbrites;

in pumice from the lower or
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upper

f. in microcline-bearing uniÈs, unbroken plagioclase,

quartz, and microcline crystals are similar in shape

and size to plagioclase, quartz, and microcline

phenocrysts in coexisting microcline-phyric felsic
fragments; and

10. fragments and crystals are enclosed in a fine-
grained, largely granoblastic, guartzo-feldspathic

aggregate inferred to be recrystallized vitric ash;

it is texturally similar to the groundmass of most

dacite fragments.

The fine-grainedr guârtzo-feldspathic aggregate that

surrounds fragments and crystals is the dominant component

comprising the ignimbrites. Because of its fine metamorphic

grain size and generally uniform texture, it is inferred to

be recrystallized vitric ash. The aggregate typically
consists of subegual amounts of plagioclase, guartz,

sericite, and biotite and is thus intermediate in

composition between between pumice and dacite; in places, it
is texturally similar to the groundmass of dacite fragments.

The aggregate was probably originally a mixture of ash-

sized, pumice and dacite particles.

In terms of size and relative abundance, unbroken

plagioclase and quartz crystals are similar to phenocrysts

in dacite fragments, but differ from phenocrysts in vitric
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felsic fragments and pumice. on this basis, the crystars
were probably liberated during explosive fragmentation of
dacitic magma, and, thus, the dacite fragments represent a

juvenile componenÈ.

The apparent absence of quartz phenocrysts in pumice

implies that the pumice was not produced from the same magma

as the dacite fragments, and is thus a cognate component.

However, the structural characteristics and thicknesses of
units comprising members 1 and 7 are indicative of
ignimbrites, and in such units, pumice would normally be a

juvenire component. Assuming that the units comprising

members 1 and 7 are indeed ignimbrites, then the pumice must

have been incorporated from some other source. There are

three possible mixing mechanisms for the incorporation of
pumice:

1. dome explosions and mixing in the eruption column

prior to column collapse and the generation of
pyroclastic flows,

2.

3.

eruption (s) of a zoned magma chamber

mixing in the eruption column prior
generation of pyroclastic fIows, and

erosion of pumice from an earlier
blanket by pyroclastic flows.

with subsequent

to collapse and

plinian air-fa11

Domes can contain a significant abundance of pumiceous

and non-pumiceous components (rin¡<, 1983). The pumice in
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the Manigotagan River Formation ignimbrites could have been

liberated from domes during explosive eruptions, then mixed

in the eruption column, and later carried avray in
pyroclastic flows. ÀIthough this process seems viable, some

features of the ignimbrites preclude domes as a source of

pumice, such as:

the lack of compositionally different sedimentary

units between lapi11i-tuff divisions which suggests

that there was insufficient time between eruptions

for the redevelopment of domes, and

the lack of compositionally similar non-pumiceous

components.

Since pumice in most ignimbrites is a juvenile component

(¡'isher and Schmincke, 1984), the pumice in the Manigotagan

River Formation ignimbrites is probably also a primary

component. The pumice may have been erupted from a zoned

magma chamber in which volatiles accumulated in the upper

part. The upper part of the chamber contained plagioclase

phenocrysts whereas the deeper part was richer in

plagioclase and guartz phenocrysts (Smith, 19791. The

initial phase of the eruption produced plagioclase-phyric

pumice; as the eruption continued, quartz-plagioclase phyric

particles were produced from deeper in the chamber. The

components trere mixed in the eruption column prior to

collapse and onset of pyroclastic flows. To produce the

stacked seguence of flow units in the Manigotagan River

1.

2.
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Formation ignimbrites, rezoning of the magma chamber would

have to occur after each eruption to provide pumice and

quartz crystals for subsequent mixing and transport in

pyroclastic flows. However, the lack of compositionalty

different sedimentary units between lapiIIi-tuff divisions
implies that the eruptions occurred in rapid succession so

that there was insufficient time,for rezoning of the chamber

prior to the onset of each pyroclastic flow. Therefore, this
mixing model does not account for the stacked seguence of

mixed flow units comprising the Manigotagan River Formation

ignimbrites

Another possible source of the pumice could be an earlier
plinian air-fa1l blanket. In this model, plagioclase-phyric

pumice, produced during initial plinian eruptive phases from

a zoned magma chamber, would have covered the gullied flanks

of a stratovolcano. Subsequent collapse of the eruption

column, perhaps reflecting decreased eruptive energy, would

have produced successive quartz-bearing pyroclastic flows

that travelled along different channel-ways on the gullied

flank of the stratovolcano and eroded pumice in their path.

During eruptive hiatuses, slumping of the channel slopes

would have provided new pumice for erosion by pyroclastic

flows from subsequent eruptions. Features of the ignimbrites

that fit this model are:

the coexistence of plagioclase-phyric

quartz crystals in flow units,

1. pumice and
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3.

the variable abundance of pumice

probably reflects the amount of
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in flow units, which

pumice available for
erosion, and

Ienticular flow units that probably represent

series of lobes.

The following features of the vitric felsic fragments

suggest that they are a cognate component:

they differ markedly from the dacite fragments in

composition, phenocryst size, and relative phenocryst

abundance,

although the fragments could have been a source for
some of the plagioclase crystals, they could not have

provided the larger quartz crystals observed in the

granoblastic matrix, and

the presence of vitric felsic xenoliths in some

dacite fragments indicates that they solidified prior

to the erupÈion of dacitic magma.

The presence of vitric felsic xenoliths in some dacite
fragments suggests that solidified vitric felsic fragments

were incorporated into dacitic magma at the vent, rather

than having been eroded by pyroclastic f1ows. It is
improbable that the fragments were produced by dome

explosions, because, in the upper ignimbrite, they occur in

every flow unit, and there would be insufficient time for
the redevelopment of a dome during presumably short eruption

1.

2.

3.
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hiatuses. An alternative source courd be erosion of vitric
felsic fragments from the vent warrs. The fragments could

have been mixed in the eruption corumn and/or in subsequent

pyroclastic flows.

Microcrine-phyric felsic fragments and microcline
crystars occur only in the uppermost frow units of the upper

ignimbrite. unbroken microcline crystars are simirar in
shape and size to phenocrysts in the microcline-phyric
fersic fragments implying that both are juvenile components

and were probably derived from the same source. The

restriction of microcline to the uppermost flow units could

signify that Ëhe source magma became more alkaline with
deptht ott arternativery, the microcline-bearing units may

have been derived from a different magma chamber.

The mafic scoria fragments are a minor component of the

upper ignimbrite and are compositionalry and texturarry
different from other components. They are probabry cognate

and could have been torn from the vent wal1s or were eroded

by pyroclastic flows.

7.2.6 ComposiËe Model for the Emolacement of the
Iqnimbrites

Analysis of the ignimbrites of the Manigotagan River

Formation has yielded the following information:
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3.

1. the ignimbrites v¡ere

subaerial environment,
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apparently erupted in a

but vrere depos i ted

subaqueously,

lapiIIi-tuff divisions Írere apparently emplaced by

high density turbidity f1ows,

upper tuff divisions were apparently emplaced by low

density turbidity fIows,

4. flow vectors appear to be at a high angle to the

present plane of exposure, and

5. the_ignimbrites are composed of a mixture of juvenile

and cognate components.

This data best fits the

emplacement (rig. 37):

following composite model of

an early plinian eruptive phase produced a blanket

air-fall deposit composed mainly of plagioclase-

phyric pumice,

subsequent column collapse produced quartz-bearing

pyroclastic flows that travelled along different
channels and eroded plagioclase-phyric pumice from

the underlying air-faI1 deposit; the pyroclastic

flows entered the sea, transformed into high density

turbidity flows and deposited lapilli-tuff divisions
farther out in the basin,

the relatively high volume of fine ash comprising the

upper tuff. divisions was probably produced by a

combination of processes including (a) separation of

1.

a

3.
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EARLY PLINIAN ERUPTIVE
PHASE PRIII}UCES A BLANKET
AIR-FALL DEPT]SIT

Figure 37: Composite model for
emplacement of the ignimbrites
River Formation

the generation and
of the Manigotagan



SUBSEQUENT COLUMN COLLAPSE 
PRODUCES QUARTZ-BEARING . 
PYRRCLASTIC FLOWS WHICH 
ERODE PLACIOCLASE-PHYRIC 
PUMICE FROM THE PRECEDING 
AIR-FALL DEPOSITJ THE 
PYROCLASTIC F L O W S  ENTER 
THE SEA, TRANSFORM INTO 
HIGH DENSITY TURBIDITY 
FLOWS, AND DEPOSIT L A P I L L I -  
TUFF DIVISICJNS FARTHER OUT 
IN  THE BASIN 

Figure 37: (continued) 



FINE ASH WAS PROBABLY 
PRUDUCED BY MULTIPLE 
MECHANISMS INCLUDING 
<A)SEPARATIUN OF FINES 
FROM A COLLAPSING 
ERUPTIUN COLUMN, <B) 
ELUTRIATION OF FINES 
FROM A FLUIDIZED 
PYRUCLASTIC FLOW, (C> 
LITTORAL EWUISIUNS, 
AND, <D) WAVE WINNOWING 
UF THE PROXIMAI, PART 
OF THE LAPILLI-TUFF 
DIVISInNj UIW DENSITY 
TURBIDITY FLWS, 
TRIGGERED BY EARTHQUAKES 
ANDMR WAVE ACTIVITY 
TRANSPORTED AND DEPOSITED 
THE FINE ASH OVER THE 
PRECEDING LAPILLI-TUFF 
DIVISIONS TO FURM THE 
UPPER TUFF DIVISIONS 

Figure 37: (continued) 
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fines above a collapsing eruption column (Sparks and

Walker , 1977), (b) elutriation of fines from

fluidized pyroclastic flows (waIker, 1981; WaIker et

aI. , 1 980 ) , (c ) Iittoral explosions (waIker, 197g) ,

and (d) wave winnowing of the proximal parts of the

lapiIli-tuff division; successive, low density
turbidity flows triggered by earthquakes and/or wave

activity transported and deposited the fine ash over

the preceding lapiIli-tuff divisions to form the

upper tuff divisions, and

4. the cycle was repeated with subsequent erupÈions.

This model accounts for the following features of the

Manigotagan River Formation ignimbrites:

1. the repetitive seguence of compositionally similar
Iapilli-tuff and tuff divisions,

2. the mixture of quartz crystals and plagioclase-phyric
pumice in flow units,

3. the variable content of pumice in flow units
reflecting the amounÈ of available pumice in various

channels, and

4. the lenticular morphology of flow units which

probably mimics a stacked sequence of lobes.

Wright and Mutti (1981) have proposed a similar model for
the genesis of the Dali ash. In Èheir model, a subaerially
erupted pumiceous pyroclaslic flow entered the sea,
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transformed into a high density turbidity flow, and

deposited a lower normally graded division. Subsequently, a

series of ash turbidites, representing slumps from the

submarine slopes of the lower subaqueous pyroclastic flow

deposit, or later, lower concentration pumice flows,

deposited a thin-bedded, upper tuff division over the

preceding pyroclastic flow deposit. Features of the

Manigotagan River Formation ignimbrites that resemble the

general features of the DaIi Ash are:

the presence of lower normally graded divisions
interpreted to be high density turbidites, and

the presence of thin-bedded upper divisions
interpreted to be 1ow density turbidites"

In contrast to the ignimbrites of the Manigotagan River

Formation, the DaIi Ash consists of only one flow unit
enclosed in marine mudstone and its lower massive division
is composed of tuff rather than lapilli-tuff. These

differences onry reflect the eruptive source rather than the

emplacement mechanism. The Manigotagan River Formation

ignimbrites, which, in contrast to the DaIi Ash, are a

stacked sequence of coarser flow units, were ernplaced by

pyroclastic flows fed by a succession of presumably short-
lived eruptions, and the tephra that comprises the lower

lapiIIi-tuff divisions was coarser than the DaIi Ash.

Arthough the ignimbrites of the Manigotagan River Formation

apparently had a different eruptive source than the DaIi

Ash, they vrere probably emplaced by a similar mechanism.

1.

2.
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7.3 SUBAOUEOUS TEPHRA.FAI,L DEPOSITS

LapiIli-tuff and tuff of Member 2, which ranges in

thickness from 17 to 91 m and thins to the northh'est, are

interpreted to be subaqueous tephra-fa11 deposits. The

deposit has been divided into three compositionally
distinct, laterally continuous, blanket-Iike units. The

lower (2al and upper (2c) units are variable in composition

and consist of both mafic and felsic fragments and sparse

crystal particles in a dominantly mafic matrix. In contrast,
the middle unit (2b) is compositionally uniform and is
composed of mafic fragments and sparse crystal particles
enclosed in a maf ic matrix. Each unit consists of

alternating, ungraded, fragment-rich and fragment-poor beds.

7.3.1 Environment of EruotÍon and Deposition

Eruptive environments for the lapilli-tuff and tuff of

Member 2 are difficult to deduce with absolute certainÈy,
but the follol¡ing data suggests that the eruptions occurred

in relatively shallow water (<500 m), orr possibly even in a

subaerial environment :

1. the presence of

a low ambient

1987), and

an abundance

subaqueous fan

nearby landmass.

highly vesicular fragments indicating

confining pressure (Cas and Wright,

of conglomeraÈe in the overlying

succession indicative of a large,

¿.
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deposited in a

reasons:

and tuff of Member

subaqueous environment
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2 were apparently

for the following

pillowed lava flows and turbidites of Member 3 occur

immediately above Member 2,

inferred subaqueous pyroclastic flow deposits (Member

1 ) occur immediately below Member 2, and

tuff vesicles, accretionary lapiIli, and impact sags,

which are indicative of subaerial deposition (Moore,

1985), Írere not observed.

It is difficult to deduce the water depth in which the

preserved succession accumulated, but the apparent lack of

abundant tractional structures in the deposit could irnply

that most of the tephra was deposited berow storm wave base

(Cas et aI., 1989).

7.3.2 Evidence of Hot Particles

A unique feature of the mafic lapilli-tuff and tuff unit
(2b) is the presence of well def ined rims on type 1 maf ic
fragments. These rims have the following characteristics:

1.

2.

3.

1. they are composed Iargely of chlorite
hematite, actinolite, and epidote,

they have a variable thickness from 0.5

rim/core boundaries are gradational or

they are sharp,

with lesser

to 10 mm,

less commonly

2.

3.
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fewer amygdules and

plagioclase microlites than fragment cores, and

5. amygdules in the rim are dominantly polycrystalline
plagioclase as opposed to polycrystalline quartz

amygdules that are dominant in fragment cores.

Baldwin (1987) proposed a post-depositional alteration
model to explain the development of rims on hot fragments

that vrere incorporated into a debris flow. In his model, a

heat-induced reaction occurred between hot fragment cores

and the surrounding, relatively cold, water saturated

matrix. The reaction continued until the temperature of the

fragments became equal to that of the water-saturated

matrix. The rims on the type 1 fragments $¡ere probably also
produced by heat-induced alteraÈion on partly or completely

chilled fragrnents.

The lower abundance of amygdules and microlites in the

rims on type 1 fragments suggests that arteration couLd have

been focused on, and limited by previously chilled, and,

thus, more reactive rims. However, the very fine-grain size

and low crystallinity of the fragments suggests that they

rdere completely chilled, either in air or water, prior to
alteration. Post-depositional, heat-induced, alteration of

completely chilled fragments accounts for:

1. fewer microlites in the rim,

2. the variable thickness of the rims,



3.

4.

the chlorite-rich
the difference in

and core, and

the development

boundaries between

nature of the rim,

amygdule composition
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between rim

and sharp

Although post-depositional, heat-induced alteration could

account for the lower abundance of plagioclase microrites in

the rims, the lower abundance of amygdules is more difficult
to explain. The heat-induced alteration could have

initially produced a ductile rim, which, in turn, promoted

the collapse of vesicles.

The type 2 and 3 mafic fragments typically contain more

chlorite than type 1 tragments indicating that they were

more pervasively altered. The more thorough alteration of

these fragments could be due to their smaller size and/or

lower crystallinity (more reactive). The presence of mafic

fragments showing variable degrees of post-depositional,
heat-induced arteration indicates that most of the fragments

in the rnafic IapiIIi-tuff and tuff were still hot when they

were incorporated in the deposit.

7.3.3 Emolacenent of taoilli-Tuff and Tuff of Menber ?

LapilIi-tuff and tuff that comprise Member 2 have the

following general characteristics :

L of both gradational

rim and core.
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1. beds defined by bed to bed variations in fragment

abundance and fragment size; fragment-rich lenses

occur in some beds,

2. beds are poorly sorted, matrix supported, ungraded,

and range in thickness from 5 to 400 cffir

3. some beds contain outsized volcanic bombs, and

4. bed contacts are gradational rather than sharp, but

the transition from one bed to the next normally

occurs within a vertical distance of 1 to 5 cm.

These characteristics could be indicative of (1) subaqueous

redeposition by mass flow processes, or (2) subaqueous

tephra-fa11 deposits.

7.3.3.1 Subaqueous llass Flow Deposits

The lapilti-tuff and tuff units have some features that
resemble subaqueous mass f low deposits. These -are:

1. poor sorting and a matrix-supported framework with

local outsized fragments (fisher, 1982; Nemec and

Steel, 1984),

2. massive to diffusely layered, amalgamated, tabular
beds (Cas et al., 1989),

3. fragment concentrations in discrete pockets or lenses

(Cas et al-. , 1989r, and

4. ungraded beds (Norin, 1958).
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Despite these similarities, the lapilIi-tuff and tuff units
lack many of the other characteristics of subaqueous mass

flow deposits which include:

1. reverse grading (Nemec and SteeJ-, 1984),

2. sharp, but not obviously erosive contacts (Fisher,

1982) ,

3. tractional structures (Cas et al., 1989), and

4. sandy cappings (Nemec and Steel, 1984).

An alLernative emplacement mechanism that could account for
the characteristics of the lapilli-tuff and tuff units is
tephra-fa1lout from subaerial eruptions.

7.3.3.2 Subaqueous Tephra-Fall Deposits
\

The lapilli-tuff and tuff units of Member 2 have many

features that resemble the general features of other

relatively coarse-grained, mafic tephra-fall deposits. Such

features include:

1. regular internal bedding with a narrow bed thickness

range (Kokelaar, 1986; Houghton and Hackett, 1984;

Cas et al. , 1 989) ,

2. gradational (diffuse) bed contacts (Cas et aI., 1989;

Ross, 1986; Houghton and Hackett , 1984) r;U
3. isolated, outsized volcanic bombs (Cas et al., 1989;

Moore, 1985).
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The great thickness of lapilli-tuff and tuff (up to 91 m)

comprising Member 2, the regular internal bedding with
gradational bed contacts, and the presence of isolated,
outsized volcanic bombs are aII consistent with the

succession being emplaced by tephra-falI in proximity to a

vent (fisher and Schmincke, 1984; Cas et al. , 1989).

However, if the tephra was emplaced in a proximal setting,
then cone-Iike, radially dipping bedding atÈitudes should be

apparent (Cas et aI., 1989). In contrast, the three units
comprising Member 2 are 1atera1ly continuous, blanket-1ike
deposits. This blanket-like morphology could indicate that
the tephra was more widely dispersed from central vent-type

eruptions (Sparks et aI. , 1983; Barberi et â1., 1989;

Row1ey, 1978; Fiske and Sigurdsson, 1982), or that it yras

erupted from flank fissures (walker et aI., 1984).

Flank fissure eruptions are favoured because central
vent-type eruptions, that widely disperse tephra
(phreatoplinian ) , typically produce thin , f.ine-grained

deposits (risher and Schmincke, 1984r. In addition, flank
fissure eruptions could account for the presence of mafic

Iava flows in the lower part of Member 3 (Plate 1 ).

7 .3.4

Àt

(rig.
were

Emplacement of Volcanic Conqlomerate and Sandstone

one outcrop in the northwestern part of the map area

21'), volcanic conglomerate and sandstone sequences

observed at the base of the mafic Èo intermediate



lapilIi-tuff and tuff unit (2a)

and sandstone sequences have

extent of 1 50 m and cannot be

outcrops.
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. The volcanic conglomerate

a maximum possible lateral
traced laterally to adjacent

The volcanic conglomerate and sandstone sequences share

many of the structural characteristics of the repetitive
Iapilli-tuff and tuff divisions of the upper and lower

ignimbrites. Therefore, the volcanic conglomerate and

sandstone may arso represent the products of subaqueous

pyrocrastic frows that were fed directly from subaerial

eruptions. However, although there is a similarity in

structurar characteristics between the conglomerate and

sandstone sequences and ignimbrites, there are other

significant differences. The two sequences differ markedry

from each other, and from the underlying ignimbrite, in
terms of composition and they lack pumice (cf. Tables 7, 8,

10). The conglomerate and sandstone sequences are thus

compositionally different from the ignimbrites and were

probably not fed directly from subaerial eruptions.

Similar structural characteristics imply that the

conglomerate and sandstone units were emplaced by the same

mechanisms as the ignimbrites, namely high and low density
turbidity flows. The conglomerate beds, Iike the lapilli-
tuff divisions, have many of the characteristics of high

density turbidites, incruding (1) erosive basal contacts
(towe, 1982,, (2) similar bed thicknesses (Cas, 1979), (3)
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normal, or reverse to normal grading (Cas, 1979; Lowe,

1982), and (4) poor sorting and a matrix-supported framework

(Lowe , 1982; Wright and Mutti, 1 981 ) . Thus, they were

apparently emplaced by high density turbidity flows. The

sandstone beds, like the upper tuff divisions, have the

characteristics of Iow density turbidites (WaIker, 1984;

Bouma , 1962) including ( 1) similar bed thicknesses , Ql
sharp, planar , and localIy scoured contacts , and ( 3 )

normally graded to locally laminated beds. Thus, they were

apparently emplaced by Iow density turbidity flows that
possibly evolved from high density turbidity flows (Lowe,

1982). The apparently isolated occurrence of conglomerate

and sandstone seguences at the base of unit 2a suggests that
the sequences could be either channels within tephra-faIl
deposits or erosional remnants that v¡ere subsequently draped

by mafic to intermediate, IapilIi-tuff and tuff, faI1

deposits.

7.3.5 
"*!iolt 

Tvpe

The morphological characteristics of volcanic particles
have been used to characterize eruption types (Sheridan and

l{ohletz, 1983; Heiken, 1974). In the lapiIIi-tuff and tuff
of Member 2, the original characteristics of ash-sized

particles have been destroyed by metamorphic

recrystallization, and only the larger, Iapi11i- to block-

sized particles retain some diagnostic characteristics of
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their fragmentation history. The general characteristics of

the components comprising lapi11i-tuff and tuff of Member 2

suggest that the tephra was produced by phreatomagmatic

eruptions. Features of the deposit that are consistent with
phreatomagmatic deposits are :

1. a high abundance (gS to 97%) of fine-grained, mafic

particles inferred to be recrystalì-ized mafic vitric
ash (Cas and Wright, 1987; Fisher and Schmincke,

1984),

a high abundance of angular to subangular particles
(Moore, 1985; Sheridan and WohIetz, 1983),

a high abundance of accessory particles, especially
in the lower (2a) and upper (2c), mafic to
intermediate lapilli-tuff and tuff units (Rowley,

1978),

mafic fragments that show a wide range in

vesicularity (O to 70%) and have a low crystallinity
(Houghton and WiIson, 1989), and

the loca1 occurrence of outsized, volcanic bombs (Cas

et al. , 1 989) .

2.

3.

4.

Non-vesicular to highly vesicular mafic fragments were

probably produced by phreatomagmatic explosions of

vesiculating magma where fragmenÈation occurred by both

magmatic explosions and contact surface steam explosions.

Lava flows vrere not an important source of tephra as

indicated by the low crystallinity of the mafic fragments.
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Accessory felsic fragments, were probably derived from the

underlying felsic volcanic substrate (t"tember 1 ignimbrite

and the NarroYrs Formation ) during the initial
phreatomagmatic eruptive phases. Accessory fragments, that
were derived from underlying units, havê also been observed

elsewhere (walker et al. , 1984').



Chapter VIII
CONCLUSIONS

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this study of

three pyroclastic members of the Manigotagan River

Format ion.

The abundance of conglomerate in the subaqueous fan

succession (Member 3), indicative of a large, nearby

landmass, and the presence of tephra-falI deposits
(Member 2) suggest that the ignimbrites were erupted

subaer iaIIy.
The ignimbrites of this study differ from subaerial

ignimbrites in terms of structural characteristics
and occur in a volcanic and sedimentary sequence that
shows evidence of subaqueous deposition. Therefore,

the ignimbrites yÍere apparently emplaced in a

subaqueous envi ronment .

The structural characteristics of the lower lapi11i-
tuff divisions suggest that they were deposited by

gravelly, high density turbidity fIows.

The strucÈural characteristics of the upper tuff
divisions and their spatial association with lapiLli-
tuff divisions suggests that they v¡ere emplaced by a
series ot low density turbidity flows.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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The repetitive seguence of compositionally similar,
lapi11i-tuff and luff divisions without intercalated,
compositionally different, sedimentary units implies

that flow units vrere emplaced in rapid succession and

were probably fed directly from multipIe, shortspaced

eruptions.

The morphology of channels in the subaqueous fan

succession (l'tember 3 ) indicates that f low vectors are

at a high angle to the present plane of exposure.

Therefore, the lenticular flow units probably

represent a series of lobes.

A comparison of phenocryst sizes, free crystal sizes,

and plagioclase/quartz ratios has revealed that
dacite fragments in the ignimbrites are juvenile, but

pumice and vitric felsic fragments are cognate. The

pumice was probably eroded from an earlier, plinian
air-faIl deposit by pyroclastic flows. vitric felsic
fragments were apparently eroded from the vent waIIs,

mixed in the eruption column, and subsequently

incorporated into pyroclastic flows.

The besÈ composite model to account for the

characteristics of the ignimbrites involves a number

of stages: (a) an early plinian eruptive phase

produced a blanket air-faII deposit composed Iargely
of plagioclase-phyric pumice, (b) subsequent column

collapse produced quartz-bearing pyroclastic flows

that travelled along different channels and eroded

6.

7.

8.
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plagioclase-phyric pumice from the underlying air-
falI deposit; the pyroclastic flows entered the sea,

transformed into high density turbidity flows, and

deposited lapilli-tuff divisions farther out in the

basin, (c) fine ash was probably produced by a

multiple mechanisms including (i) separation of fines

from a collapsing eruption column, (ii) elutriation
of fines from fluidized pyroclastic flows, (iii)

Iittoral explosions, and ( iv) yrave winnowing of the

proximal part of the lapiIIi-tuff division; sucessive

low density turbidity flows, triggered by earthquakes

and/or wave activity, transported and deposited fine
ash over the preceding Iapi11i-tuff divisions to form

the upper tuf f divisions, and (d) the cycle y¡as

repeated with subsequent eruptions.

9. The presence of highty vesicular fragments and

abundant channel-fi11 conglomerate in the overlying

subaqueous fan succession (uember 3) suggest that
tephra comprising Iapi11i-tuff and tuff of Member 2

were derived from shallow water or subaerial

eruptions.

10. Lapilli-tuff and tuff of Member 2 are underlain and

overlain by subaqueously deposited units and

apparently lack tuff vesicles, accretionary lapilli,
and impact sags indicative of subaerial emplacement.

Based on Lhis evidence, the lapilli-tuff and tuff
Ìrere apparently emplaced subaqueously. The apparent
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Iack of tractional structures suggests that the

lapilli-tuff and tuff were deposited below storm wave

base.

11. The very fine grain size and low crystallinity of

mafic fragments in the middle, mafic lapilli-tuff and

tuff unit (2b) suggest that the fragments were

completely chilled prior to alteration. The presence

of mafic fragments showing variable degrees of post-

depositional, heat-induced alteration indicates that

most of the fragments vrere still hot when they were

incorporated in the deposit.

12. The structural and grain size characteristics of the

three lapilli-tuff and tuff units suggest that they

h'ere emplaced as tephra faII in a proximal setting.
The laterally continuous, blanket-Iike character of

the units imply that they were erupted from a flank
fissure or fissures.

13. The component characteristics of tephra comprising

IapiIli-tuff and tuff of Member 2 are in agreement

with the products of phreatomagmatic eruptions. the

accessory felsic fragments were probably derived from

the felsic volcanic substrate during initial
phreatomagmatic eruptive phases.
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